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1. Introduction 

1. I. Cellular automata 

A cellular automaton is a regular, homogeneous network of identical simple ma- 

chines put on the nodes of the net, each of them communicating with some others, 
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called its neighbors. The homogeneity of the network comes from its regularity, from 

the fact that only one finite automaton A with states set S modelizes each machine and 

from the neighborhood which is supposed to be uniform. 

The notion of “regular” network is more delicate to formalize. Here we will limit 

ourselves considering a graph F, which usually will be Z, Z2 or Z3, and possibly the 

hexagonal network. We call cell each pair {vertex, automaton A}. 

Such a system can be considered as a dynamical one. At one time t, the global state 

of the system is given by an application r -+S, which assigns to each cell a state of 

A. And, starting from an initial configuration, the whole system synchronously evolves, 

at discrete times, from one configuration to the next one. This behavior is formalized 

through a sequence of configurations (Tt)tE~. 

In spite of their surface simplicity, cellular automata can be very powerful and 

present very complex, even chaotic, behaviors. As massively parallel discrete systems, 

possibly very sensible to the initial conditions, they are used in Physics as an alternative 

to differential equations. 

Classical Physics modelizes real phenomena aid of differential equations, and the 

usual numerical methods are used to compute the system evolution. However, in case 

of some non-continuous e. d. p. for example, these numerical methods fail and the 

physicists may turn to cellular automata. Then the space (t@ or n;S3) is considered as 

tiled with square or cubic cells on which act some forces. The underlying grid of a 

cellular automaton can represent this space, in simple cases the actions on the cells 

can be modelized by a finite automaton, in more complex cases this modelization can 

require introducing real numbers or probabilities. In any case the cellular automaton 

(stricto sensu or generalized) simulates the physical phenomenon and its evolution 

allows to anticipate the phenomenon evolution. 

1.2. Cellular automata, isotropy and discrete circles 

Many physical phenomena are anisotrope, but some of them, as natural as the waves 

generated when throwing a stone into a calm water, are isotrope, which means, in 

Physics, that their space expansion is not direction-depending. In Mathematics, this 

property is expressed by a differential equation depending only on the time and the 

distance from the origin (and so, not depending on the polar angle). Then arises the 

question: how to simulate an isotrope phenomenon with a cellular automaton? 

Many solutions have been proposed, some using hexagonal networks [3], others 

introducing probabilities [7, 131. However, while actual interesting results are obtained 

with probabilistic automata, hexagonal networks lead to nothing. 

Let us first observe that, as the hexagonal network is, in some sense, equivalent to 

the grid [12], only one question remains: how to simulate isotrope phenomena on a 

grid of finite automata? and an other one in line: is it possible to compute quickly a 

discrete approximation of the function (x, y) H dm, for example the function 

(x, y) H Ldm]? This last function is not easy to handle with. As evidence, let 

us recall that Rbzsa Peters [lo] added this function to the basic recursive functions in 
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order to get a definition of the recursive functions on one variable independent of many 

variables functions. Let us mention too that it is not known whether it is possible to 

send information in time n + fi on a line of finite automata. But, for the moment, we 

have to precise what is a discrete approximation of the function (x, y)~ dm, 

that means a discrete approximation of fi, where < E R. 

Here, we will consider that such an approximation is determined by a denumerable 

partition of IK! in intervals {]a,, b,]/z E H} and a function $J from Z to N such that 

&(a,, b, )) = @( 4) is taken as the discrete value of 5 if < E ]uZO, b,,,]. In order to 

give sense to that approximation, we have to give a meaning to “to compute”. Here, 

to compute fi will be, starting from an initial configuration CO in which the only 

marked cell is the origin, say (O,O), arrive at a configuration in which the only marked 

points are the (x, y) such that dm = 4(c). This comes down to define a cellular 

automaton which build a family of discrete circles. So, now, we are interested in 

the problem, for itself, of the construction of discrete circles by means of cellular 

automata. 

The notion of discrete circle is not new, and many definitions have been proposed, 

for example [l, 2,5,6,9, 111. We will keep the point of view sketched out in the 

case of the approximation of a real number through a natural one. So, let us precise 

that our approximation will be given by a partition of R2 by rectangles in Z x Z: 

{&,,r = [sn~, nw,,,‘, seZ,Zc, ne,,,’ ]/z,z’ E Z} and a function 4 from .Z2 to N. Let us 

immediately remark that, as cellular automata have only a finite number of states, 

the rectangles R,,,I can take only a finite number of rational dimensions. So we can 

consider that they all are multiples of A/p with 2, p E N. Actually we will choose the 

family {R,,,) = [(z,z’),(z,z’+ l),(z + l,z’),(z + 1,~’ + l)]/z,z’ EZ} and show, due to 

a notion of grouping we will later introduce, that, making this choice, we do not lose 

any generality. Let us also notice that the function 4 has to be cellular-automata- 

computable. To escape this difficulty and because z and z’ play symmetrical roles, we 

will choose one of them, z for example. But it remains that the value of z will depend 

on the topology of R,,t (to what mesh does the edges belong?). In any case if t is a 

point of a circle C, it belongs to a rectangle R,,,, and if z(t) denotes its projection 

on the straight line y = z’, we could define @(<) as Lz(t)J or as [z(t)] according to 

whether ( [z( [)J ,z’) belongs to R~rcCj~ ,=I or not. That amounts to put to open the square 

tiles up and right. 

We not only want to build discrete circles with cellular automata, but also want 

the computation to be “as soon as possible”. If the system starts from the initial 

configuration where only the origin is marked, the cell (t,O) can, at best, be marked at 

time t. So, we may hope getting the circle C((O,O),r,) (centered at (O,O), with radius 

yt) if r, E [t - 1, t + I]. Moreover, from the definition of a cellular automaton, r, has 

to be rational and bounded. Actually, in the following, we choose to study the family 

0 of the circles centered at (0,O) with the natural numbers as radii, and we prove 

it is sufficient because of some duality between circles radii and meshes sizes, more 

precisely, because studying the family (C((0, 0), t))tEN on the net &?;.iP is equivalent 

to study the family (C((0, 0), tA/p))lGN on the net 9. 
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Let us explain a little more. If we think of an automata grid modelizing a physical 

phenomenon, we want the cell size as small as possible, actually infinitely small. So, 

that a cellular automaton modelize such a phenomenon has to be scale-resistant, that 

means not depending on the size of the underlying network meshes. More precisely, 

if d is a cellular automaton on the usual grid Z x Z and {(u + bx, c + dy)/x, y E Z} a 

new grid, isomorph to the former one, it must exist some new cellular automaton 99 on 

this new grid, such that, knowing some configuration C of d, we get a configuration 

C’ of 99 in which the state-&machine at site (a + bxe,c + dys) contains the whole 

information of the &-machines at sites (a + bxe + i, a + by0 + j), i E {O,. . . , b - I}, 

jE {O,..., d - l} of C, and, moreover, that the global functions of GZ! and 98 have 

the same physical interpretation. Formally, it is the notion of “grouping”, which will 

be developed in Section 1.6, which renders this property. It is possible to give a 

geometrical interpretation of 99 that we denote now by ~(&‘,a,~, b,d). For example, 

the transformation of d into 6(8, II, c, b, d) corresponds to a quasi-affine-dilatation 

[4]. And if d marks the family (C((O,O), t)&, g(&‘,O,O,k,k) is able to mark the 

family (C((0, 0), t))tE~ on Wi,,+. Finally, modifying d so that it marks the net %‘kt,k we 

can get a cellular automaton marking (C((O,O),t))lE~ on Bk’/k or (C((O,o),tk’/k)),~~ 

on .%?. 

Two natural and basic digitizations of the family 0 will be privileged here, follow- 

ing the fact that the rectangles of the grid will be open up-right or bottom-left, which 

lead to the notions of “floor circle” and “ceiling circle”. But we will see that it is 

enough to study one of them to get the other one. And moreover that other discrete 

circles as the “Pitteway’s circles” or the “arithmetical circles” can be obtained from 

the “floor circles”. 

Building these digitizations of the family 0 will need a constant linking between 

structural study of this family in terms of discrete geometry and the constraints due to 

the “computing machinery”. 

1.3. Standard dejinitions 

In this section, we recall some definitions concerning cellular automata, in limiting 

ourselves to the types of automata we need. 

Definition 1.1. A two dimensional cellular automaton (or 2-CA), G!, is a 4-uplet 

(2, S, B, 6) such that 

a S is a set the elements of which are the states of &, 

S={Sk/kE{o,...,/SI - I}}, 

l B is a finite subset of Z2, called the neighborhood of &‘, 

B={vj=(X;,Yj)/jE{O,...,IBI - I>>, 

. 6 is a function from Slsl to S, called the local transition function of &. 
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Fig. I. Moore’s neighborhood in dimension 2. 

At each point of the grid (Z*) is attached the same finite automaton, and such a 

decorated point is called a cell. Each cell locally communicates with a finite number of 

neighbors. The neighborhood is fixed and geometrically uniform. In this paper we will 

only use the Moore’s neighborhood, also called the 8-neighborhood, and a 2Dcellular 

automaton will, often, only be denoted by (S, 6). 

Definition 1.2. Let (x, y) E Z*. The Moore’s neighborhood of the cell (x, y) is the set 

of cells, denoted by B(x, y), such that 

B(x,y)={(x+m,y+n)/ with M,~E{-l,O,l}}. 

And we use the notations presented in Fig. 1: 

BokY)=kY), B3(x,y)=G - l,Y), 

B1 k Y > = (x9 Y + 11, B4cGy)=(x - l,Y - I), 

B*(X,Y)=(X - l,Y + 11, WX, Y I= (x, y - 11, 

The local communications, which are deterministic and 

chronously according to discrete times. 

B6(X,Y)=(x+ LY- I>, 

B7(X,Y)=(X+ l,Y), 

Bs(x,y)=(x+ Ly+ I>, 

uniform, take place syn- 

Definition 1.3. A configuration Cd of the cellular automaton & is an application from 

iZ2 to S. For all t in N, the configuration CL, at time t, becomes, at time t + 1, the 

configuration C!:’ defined by (x, y) E .Z* and 

cfycx, y) = &Cf,(x + Xl? Y + YI 1,. . ., c& + XIB~, Y + YlB 1). 

, 
The function F : S”- + Sz2 which associates the configuration C.*:” to the configuration 

Cfof is called the global function of &. 

A state q such that 6(q,. . . ,q) = q is called a quiescent state. In the following, we 

denote by CO the initial configuration such that all the cells of the grid are in a 

quiescent state except the cell (0,O). 

The notion of signal, often used when working with cellular automata, is delicate 

enough and needs some clarification. 
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I. 4. Signals 

As we are in the way to design a cellular automaton with a given behavior on a 

well defined set of starting configurations, we will have to conceive the succession 

of configurations of this automaton, that means to find the efficient links which de- 

termine this succession. So it is very helpful and basic to get a convenient graphical 

representation of it, which is called a space-time diagram of the cellular automaton. 

1.4.1. Space-time diagram 
Let _zZ be a two-dimensional cellular automaton (respectively a one-dimensional 

cellular automaton), with states set S. The configuration of OQI, at time t, is a map which 

associates to each cell (i,j) (respectively i) a state s. We get a graphical representation 

of it in Z x Z x N (respectively Z x N) in assigning to each point (i,j, t) (respectively 

(i, t)) a color (or a pattern) corresponding to s. And another one in R3 (respectively 

R2) in assigning to the elementary square of smaller vertex (i,j, t) (respectively the 

elementary cube of “smaller” vertex (i, t)), a color (or a pattern) corresponding to s. 

So, each sequence (Cr)tatO of configurations can be seen as a colored part of 

Z x Z x N (respectively Z x N), or R3 (respectively R2), according to the cho- 

sen representation, which is called a space-time diagram of &‘. The points, elementary 

squares or elementary cubes belonging to such diagrams are sometimes called sites. 

1.4.2. Signals 

If we consider a state, or a finite set of states, of a cellular automaton as an indi- 

vidable particle of information, the line, surface or space possibly determined in the 

space-time diagram by this (or these) state(s) can be interpreted as the track of this 

information in the course of time. In this paper, such a track will be called a signal 
when it is a mono (finitely multi)-colored connected path of the space-time diagram. 

Let us precise the definition in case of 2D-cellular automata. 

Definition 1.4. A one-dimensional signal, or signal, on a two-dimensional cellular au- 
tomaton is an application of a cofinal subset of N into Z x Z x N. Its image is a set of 

sites {(x(t), y(t), t)/t E N, t 2 to}, where x and y are applications from N to N which 

verify 

(x(t + 11, y(t + 11, t + 1) E {Mf> + 4th v(t) + n(t),f + I>/ 

4th n(t) E {- LO, 1)) 

Fig. 2 gives an example of such a signal. 

1.4.3. Projected signals and space-time diagrams 
If space-time diagrams of one-dimensional cellular automata can be very readable, it 

is usually no more the case for two-dimensional cellular automata since these diagrams 

are then three dimensional ones. It is why we will use a planar representation of signals. 

We project the signal onto the (8x, 8,) plane, and we mark each cell reached by the 
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Fig. 2. Example of signal. 

signal with the time it has reached it (see, e.g. Fig. 44). The obtained diagram will 
be called the projected-space-time diagram, even if the times are not written, which 
happens when there is no ambiguity. 

As soon as we have exhibited the elementary bits of information, in finite number, 
necessary to solve our problem and understood the way they go through time, the 
signals give rise to a “geometrical diagram” (or a projected geometrical diagram), 
some sort of skeleton of a (or virtual) space-time diagram, and we have to prove that 
it can provide from the evolution of a cellular automaton which effectively installs such 
signals. 

Knowing whether it is possible to get all (recursive) curves of Z x Z x N is an 
open question, while the answer, in case of dimension 1, is negative. Actually, the 
only signals easy to build are the linear ones, with rational slopes, which provide 
others through their possible interactions. In the following we will try to connect the 
significant points with straight lines segments. 

1.4.4. Real-time signals 
As we want to build as fast as possible the families of discrete circles, we want 

any significant information going as fast as possible. A signal representing such an 
information will be called a real time signal. Intuitively it does never stay on one cell, 
nor come back to an already reached one. 

Definition 1.5. Let S be a signal. We denote by ST = {(x(t), y(t), t)/t E N, to <t d T} 

the sites visited by the signal S, created at time to, up to time T. We say that S is a 
real-time signal (or S is propagated in real time) if and only if its image is such that 
for all T 3 to, 

and, there does not exist any time t, to < t < T - 1, such that 

(x(T- l)+m(T- l),y(T- l)+n(T- l),t)ESr_,. 
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Let us notice that a real-time signal on the cell (x, y) at time t has, in case of the 

Moore neighborhood, seven possible moves. So it exist many real-time signals. Whereas 

there are only two real-time signals in dimension 1, being propagated at maximal speed 

on the left or on the right. Let us also remark that if a real-time signal is created at to 

on (xg,yo), it reaches the cell (x,y) at time to + i](x,y) - (xg,yo)lIw. In particular if 

to =x0 = yo = 0, it gets on (x, y) at time ~I(.x, y)]lm. In this case we will not mark the 

times in the projected geometrical diagram (see Fig. 41). 

1.5. Construction of jigures 

We will now precise what “building figures” means in this paper. A jigure is a 

subset, here a finite one, of Z x Z, and a family of figures an application from N into 

the set of finite subsets of Z x Z, that we will denote 9 = (E;;)iEN. Constructing a 

figure F by a cellular automaton d is to select a subset S,C of d-states such that the 

automaton starting from a convenient initial configuration reaches a configuration where 

the cell (x, y) is in a state belonging to SF if and only if (x, y) E F. This definition 

leads to the following one: 

Definition 1.6. Let d be a 2-CA. We say that d constructs the family of jigures 
9 = (fi)iE~ of Z x Z, according to the times (ti)iEN if and only if there exists a 

subset S,- and a sequence (ti)iEN of times such that the automaton starting from an 

initial configuration CO at time t = 0 enters, at time t = ti, a configuration where all the 

cells belonging to F;: are in a state of Sr M and are the only ones to be in such states. 

Notice that the initial configuration is CO because every configuration, such that all 

the cells are in a quiescent state except a finite number of them, is equivalent to it 

using the grouping method we will explain below. 

We know, by means of mutual simulations between the evolution of a 2Dcellular 

automaton on almost everywhere quiescent configurations and the one of a Turing 

machine tape, that the families of figures which can be constructed by 2Dcellular 

automata are only the recursive ones. However the cellular automata can, as parallel 

systems, accelerate the construction. So, defining families of figures constructed “as 

soon as possible”, that means in real time, is interesting. It is that way we plan to 

build the family of floor circles, for example. 

Definition 1.7. Let J& be a 2-CA. We say that & constructs the family 9 in real 
time if and only if & constructs 9 according to the times (i)i,==. 

Let us still observe that, as in the Turing machines case, we have time accelerations 

of a constant. More precisely, each family constructed according to the times (i+C)iE,,lp, 
where c is a given natural number, can be constructed in real time. A proof of this fact, 

using methods of [8], can be found in [14]. Such families will be called constructed 
in quasi-real time. 
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We have already announced that, starting from the construction of the floor circles 

family, we get, using the notion of grouping, the construction of other families of 

discrete circles (see Section 6). So we will consecrate the next section to this notion. 

1.6. Grouped cellular automata 

As pointed to in the introduction, we define applications from the 2D-cellular au- 

tomata set into itself that we call groupings. 
Let &=(S,6) be a 2D-cellular automaton, E a connected subset of a given 

S-configuration. If the states of E are known, then it is possible to know the states of 

a subset of E, after one or several units of time. For example, if E is a known square 

of size m x m, m > 3, we know the states of d in a square of size m - 2 x m - 2, 

inside the previous one, at the next time. That leads to define some functions 8,. 

Definition 1.8. We denote by 8, the application which associates to m* states of 

&,(m - 2)* states of ~2, defined as follows: 

l if m=3,&==, 
l if m > 3 and, if we denote the m2 states 

i! 4m.l 41.1 ... ... qm,m 41,m 9 . 2 

then their &,-image is 

6 

q1,2 91.3 

6 ; ( 
41,i 

Yx1 q3.2 43,3 1 
qm-2.1 qm-2.2 qm-2,3 

4wl qm,2 qm,3 

. 6 

1 i 
qm-*,m-2 qm-2,m-1 qm-2,m . . . 6 i 

qm,m-2 qm,m- 1 4m,m 

Let us observe that if we know nine n x n squares, in a configuration as the one of 

a cell with its Moore’s neighborhood, we know the states of the central square after 

n successive applications of convenient functions 6, with m < 3n. That determines a 

new function P” from (SnZ)9 into S”‘, and leads to the following definition: 

Definition 1.9. Let d = (S, S) be a 2D-cellular automaton. The 2D-cellular automaton 

(YZ,Pn) is called the n-grouped automaton of ~2, and will be denoted G,(d). 

This definition is purely syntactic. Writing the states of G,(d) as matrices is a 

convenient way to describe them, which allow to naturally simulate the evolutions of 
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d and G,,(s). From a configuration C of d and a point (k, I), we get a tiling of C 

in 12 x n squares, each of them representing a G,(d)-cell in a given state, then we get 

a configuration of G,(d). Actually, k and I being two given integers, there exists a 

bijection, we will denote @k,[,n, from the set of the &‘-configurations onto the set of 

the G,(d)-ones, defined by 

. . qnz-k,nz’-l+(n-I) 

~k,[,n((q(z.l’))Z,Z’E~ = 

qnz-k+(n--l),nz’-/ ” ’ qnz-k+(n-l),nz’--+(n-I) 

And it holds: 

Proposition 1.1. Let be given integers k, l,n, n >O. Then, for each configuration C of 

sd, each natural integer t 

@k,,,n(Cnr) = (@k,I,&% 

There are many ways to interpret this last result. First, it is easy to understand 

that G,(d) brings a linear acceleration of factor n on the d evolution about. This 

implies, in particular, that if we admit that there exists a 2Dcellular automaton d 

building the floor circles family in real time, then it exists one which constructs the 

discrete concentric circles with a radius multiple of n and centered in ( Ln/2], Ln/2J ): 

it is enough to consider G,(d) and @_~n,z~,_~n,~~.n. 

We can also think of a spatial interpretation. Actually an illustration of it will take 

place in Section 6, where we will get realizations of quasi-affine-dilatations [4] through 

convenient Gn(&), @a,~,~ and @o,__I,,,. 

We are now ready to start an analytic study of the floor circles, study which will 

help to conceive the automaton we are looking for. 

2. Analytic study of circles on the grid, bundles of discrete parabolas 

As we want to build discrete circles families by means of cellular automata and as 

a cell of the automaton will have to decide locally whether it belongs to a circle or 

not, we look for a definition of a discrete circle founded on local properties. 

Let us consider the real circle %(O, R), where R is a positive integer, and the points 

of this circle with &-coordinate x = R - k, k E N, 1 < k < R. As the dy-coordinate 

is y = v”?%%?, the points belonging to the intersection of %? with the straight lines 

x = R - k belong too to the parabolas y = dm (see Fig. 3). 

In the following, we consider the digitization of the parabolas y = dm, k 2 1, 

which consists in taking the floor of y. We will see in Sections 5 and 6 how to obtain 

the ceiling- and the nearest-value-parabolas by cellular automata, starting from the 

floor parabolas. This digitization makes play a specific role to the grid, especially to 

the intersections of the real circles in 0 and the lines of the grid. In fact, there exist 
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if M re give a color to each kind of intersection, we get Fig. 4 on which we find a 

the above mentioned parabolas, or more precisely, the floor-digitizations of them. 
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y= 110x+25 

y=18x+16 

y=16x+9 

y=14x+4 

y=Gi- 

Fig. 3. Intersections between the real circle V and the family of lines of equation .I i=R-k. 

Fig. 4. We associate a color to each kind of intersection between 0 and the grid. 

351 

and, 
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a) b) c) d) e) f) 9) h) 1) j) k) 

Fig. 5. Fig. 4 in a larger grid. 

Finally, we observe that for a given x = R-k, the points that belong to the floor circle 

corresponding to %?(O, R) are situated between the floor-digitizations of the parabolas 

y = &%%’ and y = J2(k + 1 )x + (k + 1 )*. That means that the floor circles are 

made, in the first octant, of points situated on a succession of straight horizontal, 

vertical or diagonal segments, leaning on the bundle of floor-parabolas. And we have 

a feeling that building the bundles of floor-parabolas by means of cellular automata 

will easily lead to build the family LQJ of floor-circles we are interested in. 

First, we describe and comment Fig. 5 which is the same as Fig. 4 but with more 

circles. Then we prove that the intersections between the circles and the grid are also 

the intersections between a bundle of parabolas (we define it) and the grid. Finally, we 

locally study this bundle of parabolas in order to construct it by cellular automaton. 

2.1. Study and comments of Fig. 5 

First, we can remark that there are no blank squares. As a matter of fact, all the 

squares of the grid are crossed by at least one circle. 
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b) C) 

Fig. 6. The three parts of Fig. 5 

d) 

,,,F”’ 
J-p-. _,_.pg---’ ,,_Jyq. pq” 

(0 (g) 00 

,/...&?v ,,,PJ /F-T’ 
0) 0) 00 

Fig. 7. The different kinds of intersection between the family 0 and the grid (in the first octant). 

When we look at this figure, 

which demarcate a central part 

these parts. In the parts 1 and 3, 

parabolic curves (Fig. 6(b)) on 

cells. 

we can distinguish three parts, parted by two lines, 

in the figure. Fig. 6(a) gives a number to each of 

symmetric according to the first diagonal, we can see 

which are situated noticeable groups of two or four 

In the part 2, called the heart of the figure, we can distinguish some regularities, 

which are, in fact, regular curves centered on the first diagonal (Fig. 6(c)). If we 

attentively observe the figure, we can notice similar effects in the parts 1 and 3. More 

precisely, as the distance between two consecutive circles is minimal and equal to one 

on the radial direction, we can prove the following fact. 

Fact 2.1. In the&t octant, there are eleven cases of intersection between the family 
of circles 0 and the grid. 

Fig. 7 shows these different cases. 

Notice that the groups of four or two cells we have mentioned before, correspond 

to the two cases that are represented in Fig. 8. 

It is worth paying attention to the case a) in which a circle of radius R meets the 

center, called P(x, y), of the 4-cells-group, because this means that there exists an 
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Fig. 8. The groups of 4 or 2 cells that we can distinguish in Fig. 5 

1 1 

Fig. 9. Duality parabolas/circles. 

integer k such that y = v’m is an integer number (with x an integer such that 

x+k=R). 
We will see in the following subsections that the elements we have brought out 

in Fig. 5, namely the three parts, the parabolas, the different groups of cells, play a 

specific role for conceiving the wanted cellular automaton. But, first of all, we will 

study discrete parabolas. 

2.2. Floor parabolas 

We have seen that the intersections between the circle V(0, R) and the family of 

lines x = R - k belong to the bundle of parabolas of equation y = dm. For all 

integers x 3 0, y 3 0, k B 1, we have 

C x2 + y2=R2 
H 

y2=2kx+k2 
x=R-k x=R-k 

Consequently, studying the intersections between the family of circles 0 and the 

grid is equivalent to study the intersections between the bundle of parabolas y = 

Jm, k > 1, and the grid. Fig. 9 gives an example which shows this duality 

parabolas/circles. 

Let hk be the real parabola of equation y = v’m. We will consider h^k = {(x, y) 

E Z x R/y = v’-}, and Ax- = {(x, y) E Z2/y = LdmJ} which will be the 

wanted digitization of Irk. We, in fact, consider the broken lines which link the points of 

I?k as shown in Fig. 10. We denote them Hk, so Hk = {(x, y) E [(i,j), (i+ l,f>l; i,j,_? E 
Z,j = 1J-j and j’ = [d2k(i + 1) + k2] } and, from now on, we will say that 

Hk is the wanted discrete parabola or jloor-parabola. 
Then we obtain Fig. 11, on which we see the floor-parabolas corresponding to 

y=vGZP f or 1 < k < 300, and their symmetric according to the first diagonal. 
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Y 

h, 

HI 

Fig. 10. The digitization we consider. 

361 

Fig. 11. Discrete parabolas y = Lv’m] and x = Ids) with 1 $ k < 300. 

Before studying this figure, we have to precise some notations. 

Notations 2.1 (I?,+, uk’,ffk, &ti, 2@ and V), If k and k’ are integers greater than or equal 

to 1, let 

l hk and U~J be the real parabolas of respective equations y = dm and x = 
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Fig. 12. Discrete parabolas y= [v’-J and x = LdsJ with 1 <k,<23 

l Hk and & be the respective floor-digitizations of hk and ok’, 

l % and v be respectively the sets of parabolas Hk and vk’. 

2.3. Description of Fig. 11 

In order to study Fig. 11 more precisely, we look at Fig. 12 which, as less parabolas 

appear, is more readable. 

First, we can see that the parabolas Hk are only composed of horizontal and di- 

agonal segments and symmetrically, the parabolas & are only composed of vertical 

and diagonal segments. In fact, the cases (a)-(d) of Fig. 7 induce horizontal segment 

on the basis of the square. The cases (e) and (f) lead to diagonal segments. And the 

other cases correspond to the fact that there is no segment in the square or, there is 

an horizontal segment on the ceiling of the square. Fig. 13 shows the link between the 

horizontal and diagonal segments of the parabolas Hk and the intersections between 

the circles and the grid. If we attentively observe the central part of the figure which 

is shown in Fig. 14, we see that it is only composed of four patterns: a square, an 

hexagon and, a chevron and its symmetric (cf. Fig. 17), which are regularly arrange. 

We will see in the following that these patterns are essential for the construction by 

cellular automata. 

2.4. Local study of the bundles of parabolas 

We first introduce some notations, then study the bundles of discrete parabolas and 

especially their intersections. 
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Fig. 13. Link between the discrete parabolas and the circles. 

Fig. 14. Central part on Fig. I2 

2.4.1. Notations 
For the following, we will give a name to the successions of horizontal and diagonal 

segments of a discrete parabola. Notice that we will suppose k 3 1 because the case 

k = 0 is trivial. Moreover, as the parabolas Hk and I$ are symmetric according to the 

first diagonal, all the definitions or proofs given for the ones are available for the 

others. 

Definition 2.1. We say that, for k > 1, 

l there is a landing of length p at the point (x, y) on Hk if and only if (x + i, y) E Hk 

for all O<iip, (x- l,y)@Hk and (x+p+ l,y)$Hk, 

l there is a slope of length m at the point (x, y) on Hk if and only if (x+i, y+i) E Hk 

for all O<i<m, (x- l,y- l)$!Hk and (x+m+ l,y+m+ l)$Hk. 

We also need to distinguish some points. 

Definition 2.2. We say that, for all k 2 1, 

l the point (x, y) is a peak if and only if (x, y)~ Hk, (x ~ 1,~ - 1)~Hk and 

(x+ lr~)~f&r 

l the point (x, y) is an hollow if and only if (x, y) E Hk, (x - 1, y) E Hk and (x + 1, 

y+ l)~Hk. 
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Fig. 15. Landing, slope, peak and hollow. 

Fig. 16. KHo, KV& Ko. DHo and De. 

Fig. 15 gives an illustration of those definitions. 

And we give a name to the parts of the plane we observed previously. 

Notations 2.2. 

We denote by KHa the discrete line of equation y = [~_TJ and, by KG the line which 

is symmetrical to KHo according to the first diagonal (x = 1: yJ). 

We denote by Kol the set of points (x, y) such that L~.T] < y <x. KQ is the set of 

points of the plane such that 1: yJ Gc< y. 

We call heart, denoted by Ko, the set of points (x, y) of the plane which belong 

to Kol UKo2. 

We denote by DHo the set of points (x, y) such that y < [ix] and by DE, the set 

of points such that XC layj. 

Fig. 16 shows these parts of the plane and their notations. 

We call patterns the white regions in Fig. 12 delimited by the elements of the two 

bundles .X and V and their intersections. We are particularly interested in some of 

them which belong to the heart. 

Definition 2.3. Let (x, y) E Ko. We say that 

l (x, y) is the origin of a pattern A if and only if there exist k 3 1 and k’ b 1 such 

that (n,y)~E&n&, (x+ l,y)~Hkn&+r, (x,y+ l)EHk+lnVk/, (x+ l,y+ 1) 

E Hk+t f-~ %+I. 
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wiginn wigin’ wigi 

pattem A paffemB motifC 
“Square” “chevron” “hexagon” 

Fig. 17. Patterns A, B and C. 

Fig. 18. Graphical representation of the points C,’ for 1 < i < 8. 

(x, y) is the origin of a pattern B if and only if there exist k 2 1 and k’ 2 1 such that 

(X,Y)EHknVk’, (X+LY)EHknVk’+l, (&Y+l)EJ$, (X+LY+1)EK’+I, (x+1, 

y+2)~H,,+~nG~ et (x+2,y+2)EHk+lnvkt+l. 
(x, y) is the origin of a pattern C if and only if there exist k 2 1 and k’ Z 1 such 

that (x,y)EHkn&, (x+l,y)~HknVkt+l, (x,y+l)~Hk+~nVk~, (x+2,y+l) 
gVktfl, (x+l,y+2)~Hk+~nk (x+2,y+2)EHk+lnvk~+l. 

See Fig. 17. 

2.4.2. Study of the bundle .Y? 

First, we study the bundle Y? in the quarter 
Then, we pay special attention to the part Koi. 

Notations 2.3. For all k E N*, we denote by 
(xi”, y,“) that belong to Hk and which satisfy: 

LJmj = LJQTGj + 1, 
and by ‘3 the family (Cf)i> 1. 

of the plan such that x20 and ~30. 

Cf (i B 0) the points of coordinates 

Fig. 18 gives a graphical representation of the points Cf for 1 < i < 8. 

We observe that a Cf is not always an hollow (for example C,‘), however all those 
situated above the first diagonal are hollows. We have to point out the point of %? the 
6x-coordinate of which is the largest integer smaller or equal to (4k - 1). It is, in fact, 
the last hollow of Hk belonging to the heart. 
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Fig. 19. Graphical representation of S,“. 

Notations 2.4. We denote by C&, the point of coordinates (x,&), y&)) such that 

k Xn(!f) ’ <4k - 1, and x$kj+, >4k - 1. 

We prove the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.1. For all k> 1, all i3 1, 

1. y”=k+i- 1, 

2. x;~~, =4k - 1, 

3. n(k) = 2k. 

Proof. 1. y/ = k + i - 1. For all k 2 1, we verify easily that the point Cf is the point 

(I, k). By definition y;+i k = y,! + I, so yf = yf + i - 1, and, as y[ = k, we obtain 

y,k=k+i- 1. 

2.x~~k)=4k-1.Forx=4k-1,y=i\j2k(4k-1)+k2~=3k-1=~~~J 

- 1. Actually, Ldm] = 3k - 1~ 3k - 1 < v?@?k < 3k and, to suppose 3k - 

I> dw or 3k 6 &i??% leads to contradictions with k > 1. 

So, the point (4k- 1,3k- 1) is a point of V and consequently, it is the point (x$~), y,&)). 

3. n(k) = 2k We have seen that ynckj - k -3k-1 andproved(point l)thatyF=k+i-1. 

k Hence, y,@) - -k + n(k) - 1 = 3k - 1 gives n(k) = 2k. q 

We denote by S: the broken line born on C! and defined as follows: 

x,” G&x*! + 1, y = L\I2kx; + k2], 

S%,Y) = x; + 1 <x<x; + y,” + 1, y= -x+(xk+yk+l), 

x; + y,k + 1 <x Gx,” + vi” + 2, y=o, 

x>$+yk+2, y=x-(xk+yk+2). 

Fig. 19 gives a graphical representation of S/. 

Lemma 2.2. Let C: (ia l), belong to %?. Let Sj be the broken line born on Cf. Then 

the point C!+2k belongs to Sf. 

In fact, we want to prove that all the Cf can be obtain from the 2k first ones, which 

are in (DVO U&), with the help of the broken lines $. Fig. 20 gives the example of 

the parabolas HI and HZ. 
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Fig. 20. Broken lines that join the hollows of the parabolas HI and Hz 

Proof. Two steps are necessary. The first one consists in finding the expression of the 

first coordinate of Cik,zk according to the first coordinate of Cf. And in the second 

part, we verify that the point Cf& belongs to the ascending part of a signal $. 

Let (x,y) be on Hk, then 2kx+k2=y2. Moreover, 1+2+3+...+y=i(y2+y). 

Using these equalities for (x/ + 1, y/ + 1 ), we get 

2k(x;+1)+k2=2+4+6+...+2((y”+1)-l)+(y,k+l), 

2k(& +l)+k2=2+4+6+.~~+2((Yi+2k+1)-1)+(Yi+2kf1). 

But, from Lemma 2.1 point 1, y,!+2k + 1 = (yf + 1) + 2k, hence, 

2k(Xik,2k - X;) 

and, finally, xiktZk =x! + 4k + 2i. So, x!+2k -(x~+y/+2)=$+4k+2i-x~-k- 

i+ 1 -2=3k+i- 1=yk+2k=_v:+2k, which means CF+2k ES:. 0 

2.4.3. Properties of Hk in KOI 

Lemma 2.3. For all k 3 1, 

1. Hk n Kol is only composed of landings of length 1 or 2, 

2. Hk T’ (Kol U DHo) is only composed of slopes of length 1. 

Proof. The following well known result will give the proof: let a, b be two reals 

(a< b), and f be a function such that f : [a, b] --+ i% which is continuous on [a, b] and 

differentiable on ]a, b[. Then 

(b - a)x:;laf,,f’(x)df(b) - f(a)G(b - a)X;;pbrf’(x) (*) 

1. Landings of length 1 or 2. We suppose that Hk CT Kol has a landing of length n, 
n 2 1, and we denote respectively a and b the first coordinates of the points which 

belong to the extremities of this landing. Fig. 21 represents this landing when n = 3. 
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2. 

Fig. 21. Landing of 

a h 

length 3, a and 6 the first coordinates of the extremity 

Fig. 22. Slope of length 2, a and b the first coordinates of the extremity 

Using the inequality (*) with the function hk, hk :x H v’m, we get 

We have (b-a) = n and hk(b)-hk(a) < 1. But the function x H h;(x) = k/d- 

is decreasing. So, we consider the point of maximal 6x-coordinate which belongs 

to (I& II&~). It is the point of 6x-coordinate 4k, and we have hk(4k) = f. 

Consequently, (*) implies n x k <hk(b) - hk(a)-c 1, then 12 ~3. 

Slopes of length 1. We suppose that Hk fY (&I U DHo) has a slope of length m, 

m > 1, and we denote respectively by a and b the 6x-coordinates of the points 

which are at the extremities of this slope. Fig. 22 represents this slope when m = 2. 

Using (*) once more, we get f(b) - f(a) d (b - a) ~up,~]~,b[f’(x). We have 

(b-a)=m and hk(b)-hk(a)>m- 1. As the functionxt+hL(x) is decreasing, we 

consider the point of minimal 6x-coordinate which belongs to Hk fl (&I U DHo). 

This point belongs to the first diagonal and then satisfies x = dm. 
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4 b) d> 

Fig. 23. Lemma 2.4, Fig. 1. 

But,x=v~tix2=2kx+k2~((x-k)2=2k2;andask>l,x=v~~ 

wx-k=kkJZwx=(l+&)k. 

Moreover, 

I&(( 1 + &!)k) = 
k 

2k((l + &)k) + k* =&& 

= &EO.41. 

Consequently, (*) implies m - 1 <Irk(b) - Irk(a) <m x 0.41 and, as m is an integer, 

we get m<l, hence m= 1. 0 

Lemma 2.4. For all points (x, y) E Z!* such that x 3y> 1, if (x, y) E Hk flKo, is a 

peak then (x, y + l)E &+I. 

Proof. We suppose that (x, y) belongs to Hk and is a peak. By definition, this means 

that the points (x - 1, y - 1) and (x + 1, y) belong to Hk. Fig. 23(a) localizes these 

points. 

Consequently, the parabola hk is as it is shown in Fig. 23(b). We respectively 

call Dt, 02 and D3 the straight vertical lines going through the points (x - 1, y - 

1 ), (x, y) and (x + 1, y). We respectively denote by A, B and C the points which 

are the intersections between the parabola hk and the straight lines D1, D2 and D3. 

These points are also the intersection points between three circles denoted by C(0, R), 

C(0, R + 1) and C(0, R + 2), and the same lines. Let D, E and F be the following 

points: D=C(O,R + l)nDt, E=C(O,R + 2)nDt and F=C(O,R + 2)nDz. See 

Fig. 23(c). 

Let d be the distance between the points B and F. As the minimal distance between 

two circles is equal to 1, we have d 2 1. Let F’ be the point which has the same 

second coordinate as F but which belongs to the line D1 and, let d’ be the distance 

between the points A and F’. Then to prove that the point (x, y + 1) belongs to the 

parabola Hk+l is equivalent to prove that the distance d’ is less or equal to 2. This is 

our goal now. 

We consider the line 9 which meets the points 0 = (0,O) and A. Let P be the point 

which is the intersection between 9 and C(0, R + 2) (see Fig. 24(a)). Let Y be the 
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64 (b) 

Fig. 24. Lemma 2.4, Fig. 2. 

tangent line to the circle C(O,R + 2) at P. It cuts the line Di at Q. We remark that 

the distance between the points A and P is equal to 2. 

Let P’ be the projection of P on the horizontal line going through A. Let CY be the 

angle (&<>).We also have: a = (Q2T@P). See Fig. 24(b). 

We remark that the more the angle a decreases, the more the distance between Q 

and A increases. Hence we consider the smallest angle c1 possible in Koi. This angle 

is obtained when 9 is the line of equation y = ix. So, we take tan c( = $. 

But, in the triangle APQ, sin c( = 2/AQ. Hence AQ = 2/ sin tan-’ i = y. Moreover, in 

the triangle QF’F, we have tan CY = l/QF’. As tan CI = i, QF’ = :, we obtain d’ = AF’ = 
10 4 --- 
3 

s=2. 0 

Lemma 2.5. For all points (x, y) E 2’ such that x2 y > 1, if (x, y) E Hk n&l is cm 

hollow, then (x, y + 2) E Hk+l. 

Proof. We suppose that (x, y) belongs to Hk n&l and is an hollow. As Hk n&l is 

only composed of slopes of length 1 (Lemma 2.3), the point (X + 1,y + 1) is a peak. 

And, as we previously proved it in Lemma 2.4, the point (x + 1, y + 2) belongs to 

&+I. See Fig. 25(a). 

As the parabolas Hk are only composed of horizontal and diagonal segments, either 

the point (x, y + 1) or the point (x, y + 2) belongs to the parabola Hk+l . Suppose that 

the point (x, y + 1) belongs to Hk+l . Then, for the same reasons as previously, the 

points (X - 1, y -f 1) and (X + 2, y + 2) belong to Hk+l. See Fig. 25(b). 

Notice that we want to construct Hk+l fl&i from Hk n&i. Consequently, we sup- 

pose that X> y in order to have (x, y + I) which belongs to &I. 

The situation of the previous figure implies the existence of two real numbers xi 

and x2 such that: 

(J)+ 1)2=2kX] 3-k* (1) 

(y+2)2=2(k+l)x2+(k+1)2 (2) 

with - 1 <x2 - xi < 1. See Fig. 25(c). 
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Fig. 25. Lemma 2.5, Fig. 

____,___.L___I____L____ 

(a) (b) 

____, 

.-a 

.___I 

.___’ 

Fig. 26. The two patterns which are in Hk n&l. 

(2)~(1)@y+l =k(x~-x1+1)+~2~k(~~--~~+l)+x~-_~-l =0 but, -1 <x2-x1 < 1 

hence, k(x2 -xl + 1) > 0. Moreover, x2 2 y + 1 because x 2 y + 1 ((x, y) belongs a &, 

but not to the first diagonal). Then we obtain a contradiction and, consequently, the 

point (x, y + 1) does not belong to &+i n&i. 0 

As Hk is only composed of landings of length 1 or 2 and, of slopes of length 1 

(Lemma 2.3), Hk is only composed of the two patterns that are shown in Fig. 26(a) 

and (b). We denote by (x, y) the “first” point of each of these patterns and we want 

to construct the parabola Hk+l from the parabola Hk (on the interval on which we 

suppose Hk to be known). We use Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 which indicate that if a point 

(5, n) belongs to Hk and is a peak then (5, v] + 1) belongs to Hk+l and if (5, n) is an 

hollow then (c, ij + 2) belongs to Hk+l. 
In case (a), the points (x, y) and (x + 2, y + 1) are hollows and consequently, the 

points (x, y + 2) and (x + 2, y + 3) belong to Hk+l. Moreover, the points (x + 1, y + 1) 

and (x+3,y+2) are peaks. Hence the points (x+ l,y+2) and (x+3,y+3) belong to 
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q ~OlnDHO)onlyhavestairsofIength 1. 

m 062 0 DVO) only have stairs of length 1. 

Fig. 27. Lemma 2.6 

Hk+l (see Fig. (c)). In this case, we can construct Hk+l on all the interval on which 

We kIlOW Hk. 

In the second case (Fig. (b)), the points (x, y) and (x+3, y+ 1) are hollows. So, the 

points (x,y+2) and (x+3,y+3) belong to Hk+i. And the points (x+ l,y+ 1) and 

(x-i-4, y+2) are peaks and, consequently, the points (x+ 1, y+2) and (x+4, y+3) belong 

to Hk+l. The parabolas Hk are only composed of horizontal and diagonal segments, so 

either the point (x + 2, y + 2) or the point (x + 2, y + 3) belongs to Hk+i. But, for the 

moment, we can not conclude for the position of the parabola Hk+i on (x + 2). For 

answering the question, we have to study the intersections of the bundles X and K 

2.4.4. Intersections between the bundles 

Lemma 2.6. For all k and all k’ integers greater or equal to 1, the parabolas Hk and 

&’ meet on a segment of length less than or equal to a. 

Proof. As the parabolas Hk and &’ are only composed of horizontal or vertical and 

diagonal segments, their intersections are either points or diagonal segments. 

But in (Koi UDHo), according to Lemma 2.3, the slopes in Hk are of length 1 and, 

symmetrically, in (Ko~ IJOe) the slopes in &J also are of length 1. See Fig. 27. 

Consequently, the intersections between two parabolas Hk and & are at most seg- 

ments of length v’% 0 

Proposition 2.1. For all points (x, y) E HZ such that x2 1, y> 1, we have: for all 
k>l, all k’al, 

1. if(x,y)EHkn& and (x+ l,y)EHk then (x,y+ 1)~ F&, 

2. if(x,y)EHkfl& and (x+ l,y+ l)EHk then (x+ l,y+ 1)~ &, 

3. if (x, y) E F& and (x, y) does not belong to any parabola Hk then (x+ 1, y + 1) E &. 

Proof. 1. Let us suppose that (x, y) E Hk fY & and (x -I- 1, y) E Hk. 
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Fig. 28. Proposition 2.1, point 1. 

Fig. 29. Proposition 2.1, point 2. 

From the definition, two cases are possible: either (x, r) does not belong to hk 

(case 2.1 in Fig. 28), or (X,JJ) belongs to hk (case 2.2). But, we have seen that the 

intersections between the parabolas hk and the vertical lines are also the intersections 

between the circles and these same lines. Hence we obtain cases (a) and (b) of Fig. 7, 

presented in 3.1 and 3.2 in Fig. 28. 

Symmetrically, the same link exists between the intersections between the parabolas 

Ukl and the horizontal lines and the intersections between the circles and these same 

lines. So, we obtain Figs. 4.1 and 4.2. Finally when we digitize, we obtain Fig. (5) in 

all the cases. 

2. Let us suppose that (x,y)~Z&rl& and (x+ l,y+ l)~Hk. 

From the definition we have, as previously, two possible cases. These ones are 

represented in 2.1 and 2.2 in Fig. 29. Then we deduce the position of the parabola uk’ 

(Figs. 4.1 and 4.2). And finally, the respective digitizations lead to Fig. 5. 

3. Let us suppose that (x, r) E & and (x, JJ) does not belong to any parabola Hk. 

That (x,~) does not belong to any parabola Hk means that there does not exist any 

parabola hk which cuts the segment [(x, y), (x, y + l)[. In fact, there exists 5 possible 

configurations represented on the first line of Fig. 30. The second line shows the circles 

that correspond. Notice that we find again cases (g)-(l) of Fig. 7. So, we obtain in 

the line 3, the position of the parabola uk’ in the different cases. And finally, the last 

line shows that the digitization which is obtained is the same in all the cases. 0 
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parabole h, 

Fig. 30. Proposition 2.1, point 3. 

The following paragraph is dedicated to the study of the heart KO of Fig. I 1. 

2.5. Heart and patterns A 

We have seen that the heart is only composed of three patterns: a square, a chevron 

and a hexagon, denoted A, B and C, respectively. Moreover, we have remarked that 

these patterns are regularly displayed. 

We are first going to give an analytic expression of the coordinates of the origin of 

the patterns A. Then, we will prove that if we know the origins of these patterns then 

we can construct the whole heart. 

2.5.1. Analytic expression of the origins of the patterns A 

Lemma 2.7. For all points (x, y) such that x 2 y 20, (x, y) is the origin of a pat- 
tern A if and only if there exists a positive integer R such that the three circles 
C(O,R), C(O,R + 1) and C(O,R + 2) of 0 cut the segment [(x,y),(x + 1,y + 2)[ 
and are the only ones of 0 to cut it. 

Proof. First we can remark that for all point (x, y) in Z*, the segment [(x, y), (x+ 1, y+ 

2)[ can be cut by at most three circles. Actually, the distance between two consecutive 

circles is minimal and equal to 1 in the radial direction and, the length of the segment 

Kx,Y),(x + LY + 2)l is 6. 
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_ f ~~-Zcontradiction 
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(2.2) (3.2) - (4.2) - (5.2) - \ “’ (6.2) 

Fig. 3 1. Lemma 2.7, Fig. 1. 

(2.2) (3.2) 

Fig. 32. Lemma 2.7, Fig. 2 

Let us suppose that (x, y) is the origin of a pattern A. By definition, saying that 

(x, y) belongs to Hk and is the origin of a pattern A means that (x, y) E Hk f’ I$, 

(x+l,y)EHknK~+~,(X,Y+l)EHk+ln~~ and(x+l,y+l)EHk+ln~f+I. SeeFig. 

3 l( 1). From this remark, as the parabolas Hk are only composed of horizontal and 

diagonal segments, two cases are possible: either (x - 1, y) belongs to Hk (Fig. 2.1) 

or (x - 1, y - 1) belongs to Hk (Fig. 2.2). In the first case, as the length of the 

landings is at most 2, the point (x - 1, y) is a peak and (x - 2, y - 1) is an hollow 

(Fig. 3.1). Then, from Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, Hk+t has a landing of length 3; this 

is in contradiction with Lemma 2.3. 

In the second case, the point (x - 1, y - 1) is an hollow because the length of the 

slopes is at most 1 and hence, the point (x - 1,y + 1) belongs to Hk+l (Fig. 3.2). 

As the length of the landing is 2, the points (x - 2, y) and (x + 2, y + 2) belong 

to Hk+, (Fig. 4.2). The parabolas hk and hk+l are as it is shown in Fig. 5.2. And, 

when we consider the circles, we obtain C(O,R), C(0, R + 1) and C(O,R + 2) 

which cut the segment [(x, y), (x + 1, y + 2)[. 

Let us suppose that the segment [(x, y),(x + 1, y + 2)[ is cut by the three circles 

C( 0, R), C(0, R + 1) and C(0, R + 2) and these circles are the only ones to cut it. 

Fig. 32( 1) shows the three circles. As we have seen it in the introduction of 

this section, the intersections between these circles and the vertical lines are also 

the intersections of hk with these same lines (Fig. 2.1) and symmetrically for 

the parabolas ok’ (Fig. 2.2). Figs. 3.1 and 3.2 indicate the respective discrete 
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Fig. 33. Lemma 2.7, Fig. 3 

parabolas. Finally, we have: (x, y) E Hk f! &, (x + 1, y) E Hk, (x, y + 1) E Hktl n i& 
and (x, y + 2) E & (Fig. 4). 

Two cases are possible: either the point (x - 1, y) belongs to Hk, or the point 

(x - 1,y - 1) belongs to Hk. 

In the first case (Fig. 33, 2.1), as the length of the landings are at most 2 

(Lemma 2.3), the point (x - 1,~) is a peak and (x - 2,y - 1) is an hollow. Then, 

from Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, the points (x - 1,y + 1) and (x, y + I) belong to Hk+, 
(Fig. 3.1). Consequently, the parabola &+l has a landing of length 3; this is in 

contradiction with Lemma 2.3. 

In the second case, the point (x, y) is a peak and (x- 1, y- 1) is an hollow (Fig. 2.2). 

So, from Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, the point (x - 1,y + 1) belongs to Hk+l (Fig. 2.3). 

As the length of the landings is at least 2, the point (x + 2, y + 2) belongs to Hk+l 
(Fig. 2.4). In this situation, the point (x + 2, y + 1) cannot belong to the parabola 

hk (Fig. 2.5.1). We have proved it in the proof of Lemma 2.5. Hence, (x + 2,~) 

belongs to Hk. Moreover, we verify easily that the parabolas hk and t)k’ meet on the 

points (k’ f J2kk’, k & m). This means that the intersection points are in a line 

of equation y =x + k - k’. In our case, the point (x, y) belongs to the intersection 

between the parabolas Hk and I$. Hence the line of slope 1 going through (x, y) 

has y =x + k - k’ as equation. The parallel line of this last one going through 

(x + 1, y) has equation: y =x + k - k’ - 1 (Fig. 2.5.2). The intersection between hk 

and uk’+l belongs to this last one. But, hk cuts the line of equation y =x + k -k’ - 1 

in the square of length side 1 and which has (x + 1, y) as point of minimal first and 

second coordinates (Fig. 2.6). The point is the intersection point between hk and 

uk’+l. Hence we obtain the form of ok!+]. We digitize and we obtain that (x + 1, y) 

and (x + 1, y + 1) belong to Hk+l ; this completes the pattern A. 0 

Let us make the link between the different kinds of intersection which are represented 

in Fig. 7 and the patterns of Fig. 5. Two cases are possible: either the circle C(O,R) 

goes through the point (x, y); then we have an intersection of type a) (Fig. 7) and 

the square which is higher is of type b). Or the circle C(O,R) cuts the segments 

I(x,Y)~(x + I,Y)[ and I(x,Y),(x,Y + I)[ and the intersection if of type b); and the 

square which is higher is always of type b). The first case is not visible on the la 
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R+2 

Fig. 34. Proposition 2.2, Fig. 1. 

Fig. 5. On the contrary, the second one correspond to the superposition of two squares 

that have the same color and we can easily see them. Notice that they only appear in 

the central part of the figure. 

The following proposition computes explicitly the coordinates of the origins of pat- 

terns A in the first octant. It also shows that they are in Ko,. 

Proposition 2.2. For all (x, y) with x> y>O, the point (x, y) is the origin of a pattern 
A if and only if there exists two integers k and i (k 2 1, id0 and ia [k( 1 + a)] ) 

such that 

x=2k+4i+ ld2ki+k2J 

Proof. In a first part, we exhibit two functions f and g, from R into itself, such that a 

point (x, y) is the origin of a pattern A if and only if there exists an integer r such that 

f(r) d 0 and g(r) > 0. Then, we study these functions. Finally, we give a geometrical 

interpretation of them. 

1. By definition, (x, y) is the origin of a pattern A if and only if there exists two 

integers v and 5 such that 

(x,Y)E&~&, (x+ l,y)E&nK+l, kyf l)~ff~+~nr;; and 

(x+ l,Y + l)E&+1 n 4+1. 

Moreover, from Lemma 2.7, (x, y) is the origin of a pattern A if and only if there 

exists a positive integer R such that the three circles C(O,R), C(0, R + 1) and 

C(0, R + 2) cut the segment [(x, y),(x + 1, y + 2)[ and are the only ones to cut it. 

Consequently, we have: x = R - 5 and y = R - q. See Fig. 34. 

Then we have the following equivalence: 

(x, y) is an origin of pattern A if and only if there exists an integer R (R > 1) such 

that: 

(R - 5>2 + (R - Y/)~ dR2 (3) 
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and 

(R+2)2<(R-5+1)2+(R-?7+2)2 (4) 

We put f(R)=(R-<)2+(R-q)2-R2 and g(R)=(R-<+1)2+(R-~+2)2-(R+2)2. 

2. Study of the functions f and g 

First, we can write again the expressions of f and g as follows: 

f(R) = (R - 5)’ + (R - q)2 - R* = R2 - 2(f + q)R + (5 + q)2 - 25~, that is to say, 

f(R) = [R - (5: + v)~]* - 25~. And, by similar computations, g(R) = [R - (5 + 4 - 

1>2]2 - 2( 5 + 1 )q. 

The derivative of the function f : R ~[R-(5+q)~]~-2& is f’(R)=2R-2(t+q). 

This one is equal to zero for R = 4 + u]. And, f (l + q) = - 254. 

Moreover, the points that belong to the intersection between the representative curve 

of f and the axis of first coordinates are the points (-m + t + q, 0) and 

(@&+[+q,O). Notice that -@+<+q>O because <31 and ~21. 

Similarly, the derivative of the function g : R H [R - (5 + v] - 1 )2]2 - 2(5 + 1 )v] is 

g’(R) = 2R - 2(5 + g - 1). It is equal to zero for x = 5 + q - 1 and g(< + y - 

l)=-2(5+ l)r/. 

The points which are the intersections between the representative curve of g and 

the axis of first coordinates are the points (- ,/‘m + 4 + ye - 1,0) and 

(d!+{+~- 1,O). As previously, -dm+5+~- 120 and, 

-&%G+5+V-l<-J%j+5+I?. 

From point (1) (x, y) is the origin of a pattern A if and only if there exists an 

integer R (R 2 1) such that f(R) GO and g(R) > 0. 

Consequently, (x, JJ) is the origin of a pattern A if and only if there exists an integer 

R (R31) such that ~~+5+~- l<R<m+{+~. 

Fig. 35 gives a graphical representation of the representative curves of f and g, 

and of the integer R. 

Weputh(R)=[R-(5+ul+1)]2-2(5+l)y. 

As h is the symmetrical parabola to the parabola g according to the line of equation 

x = 5 + v, we have: 

(x, y) is the origin of a pattern A if and only if there exists an integer R’ (R’ > 1) 

such that f (R’) 60 and h(R’)>O. 

Fig. 36 gives an illustration of this equivalence. 

But, 

f(R’)<O H (R’-<)2+(R’-tj)2-R’2<0 

f(R’)QO H R’2>(R’ - 1)2 + (R’ - v/)2 

and, 

g(R’)>O H [(R’-(4+~+1)]2-2(L:+l)~>0 

g(R’)>O * [R’-(t+1)]2+(r’-q)2-R’2>0 

g(R’) > 0 H R’2 < [R’ - (5 + 1 )I2 + (R’ - q)* 
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Fig. 35. Proposition 2.2, Fig. 2. 

Fig. 36. Proposition 2.2, Fig. 3. 

Consequently, we have the following equivalence: 

(x, y) is the origin of a pattern A if and only if there exists an integer R’ (R’ > I ) 

suchthat(R’~~)~+(R’-~)~~R’~~[R’-(~+1)]~+(R’~~)~. 

3. Geometrical interpretation 

We consider the circle centered on (R’,R’) and of radius R’. The previous equiv- 

alence means that the distance between the center of the circle and the point of 

coordinates (r, y) is less or equal to the radius of the circle, which is itself strictly 

less that the distance between the center of the circle and the point (5 + 1, q). So, 

we obtain Fig. 37(a). 

We put R’ = k + i and i = q - R’; k and i are integers (see Fig. 37(b). From the 

Pythagore’s theorem, the distance between the point (R’, R’) and the point which 

is the intersection between the circle and the segment [(l, r]), (5 + 1, ty)] is equal to 

vm. Consequently, 5 = k + i + 1d-J and v] = k + 2i. 
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4 b) 

Fig. 37. Proposition 2.2, Fig. 4. 

So, (x, y) is the origin of a pattern A if and only if there exists two integers k and 

i such that: 

t=k+i+ LJ2ki+k2j and y=k+2i. 

The point (R’,O) has been previously defined as the symmetrical point of (R, 0) 

according to the line of equation x = 5 + ye. As R’ = k + i, we have: R = k + i + 

2(<+q-k-i). That is to say: R=2(+2v-k-i. 
If we replace 5 and y by their respective values, we obtain: 

R=2(+2q-k-i 

R=2k+2i+2[J2kifkZJ+2k+4i-k-i 

R=3k+5i+2[J2kifkZ]. 

But, x=R - 5 and y=R - q. Hence, 

x=2k+4i+ LJ2kifk2] and y=2k+3i+2[J2kifkZJ. 0 

2.5.2. Reconstitution of the heart from the patterns A 
In this paragraph, we explain how the heart of the figure can be constructed when 

the parabola HI in Ko~, the points of the first diagonal belonging to Hk and the points 

origins of patterns A are known. Fig. 38 shows these elements. 

We have seen that, using Lemmas 2.3-2.5, we can obtain the parabola Hk+l, except 

some points, from the parabola Hk. As a matter of fact, in the case where the point 

(x, y) is neither an hollow nor a peak, we have seen that we can not decide whether 

the point (x, y + 1) or the point (x, y + 2) belongs to Hk+i . But we remark that if we 

know the points which are origins of patterns A, we can solve this problem. Actually, 

the point (x, y + 2) belongs to Hk+l (Fig. 40(a)) if and only if, from Proposition 2.1, 

the point (x - 1, y) is the origin of a pattern B (Fig. c)). And, (x, y + 1) belongs to 

Hk+, (Fig. (b)) if and only if the point (x - 1, y) is the origin of a pattern A. 

Let use consider the parabola HZ for example. Let (x, y) be the point of HZ on the 

first diagonal. As the point (x, y - 1) is the origin of a pattern A, the point (X + 1, y) 

belongs to HZ. As the length of the landings are at most 2, the point (x+2, y+ 1) belongs 
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Fig. 38. Ret :onstitution of the heart from the patterns A, elements we suppose to know 

Fig. 39. Reconstitution of the heart from the patterns A. 

to Hz. And, as the length of the slopes are at most 1, the point (X + 3,y + 1) belongs 

to H2 (x + 4, y + 2) belongs to H2 because this point is an origin of pattern A and 

consequently, (X + 5, y + 2) also belongs to Hz. Fig. 39 shows the construction of the 

first parabolas. 

We have proved some properties of the bundles ~8’ and V. In the following section, 

we will prove that these properties are sufficient to define a cellular automaton which 

will construct these bundles. We will translate the proved lemmas in terms of cellular 

automata, and, in particular, explain how the broken lines introduced in Section 2.4.2 

are transformed into signals allowing to build the wanted cellular automaton. 
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(cl Cd) 

Fig. 40. How we obtain Hk+l from Hk. 

3. Construction of the floor parabolas with a cellular automaton 

In the first part we will explain the strategy of construction and bring to light the 

difficult points. In the second one, we will describe the automaton. 

3.1. Strategy of construction 

In the previous section, we have distinguished different parts in the bundles Z and 

V (De, DHo and the heart KO which is itself composed of Kol and Ks2) and presented 

some of their respective properties. Let us say here and now that the construction of 

the bundles will be specific for each of these parts. We will also notice here that, as 

we strongly use the intersections between the bundles G&’ and V to construct their 

elements, we do not know how to construct one of these bundles without the other 

one. Moreover, we do not know how to construct only one parabola Hk (except HI 

which is a particular case). 

We have seen that if we know, in DHo, the 2k first points of Hk, we can locate 

the 2k following ones (see Section 2.4.4). But, the 2k first points of Hk belong to 

D& U Ko. So, the parabolas in DHo are constructed with the help of the ones in DY, 

and Ko. The difficulty here will be to make sure that the signals issued from the broken 

lines we previously put to light can be constructed by cellular automata. 

The automaton we are looking for will construct simultaneously the parabolas & 

and &, time after time. At time t, only some of the parabolas & with k’< k will be 

used to construct Hk. As the parabolas Hk and & meet on the first diagonal, the wanted 

algorithm will be available in (De U Ka2) for the parabolas Hk and in (DHo U Kol ) for 

the parabolas &. 

In Kol, the parabola Hk is constructed with the help of the parabola Hk-1 and of the 

origins of patterns A (see Section 2.5.1). We will prove that Hk+l can be obtained by 

cellular automaton, with the help of signals deduced from the Hk n (KOI U DHo) part 
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of the parabola Hk. So, the construction of Hk uses information in Kol and in DHo. 
And we have symmetric statements for the parabolas Q. 

Actually the construction will be achieved by recurrence. At time t, the (t - k) 

first points of the parabolas Hk and & are known. We denote these known pieces of 

parabolas as follows: 

Hk,r={(x,y)EHk;xEN,yE~ andx<t-k}, 

And we put 

& = u Hk,t and %=IJK,, 
kEN kEN 

which represent the bundles 2 and 9’” at time t. 

As already seen in Section 2.5.2, constructing the heart needs some knowledge on the 

patterns A positions. During the cellular construction, this knowledge will be conveyed 

by lines (see Section 3.2.3), corresponding to the following sets, for t > k + i, i> 1, 

DH,,k,r = ((x9.Y) E N2; x=i+8 and 

y=[J2kifk2] +0 with O= -(k+i)}, 

DJ$k,t={(x,y)EN2; x=LJ2ki_tj;;i] +d and 

y=i+Q with e=t-(k+i)). 

These sets are initialized or extended at each time (see Section 3.2.3). 

Clearly, the limits of the heart are also constructed at each time. 

At the beginning of the recurrence step, yi”,, ‘Y$ and the set of auxiliary signals 

which are necessary on the ball B(0, t) are known. Then we proceed as follows: 

1. from Xt n (Ko U Dg), we deduce %+I nDH0, 

from ?$ n (Ko U DHo), we deduce -Y;+r n 06. 
See Section 3.2.1. 

2. from %$fl(De U Koz), we deduce Zt+l il(D6 UK(n), 

from yi”t fl (DHo U Kol ), we deduce %+I n (DHo U Ko, ). 
See Section 3.2.2. 

3. from tit n Kol we deduce y%;+l n Ko,, 

from ^y; fY Ko2 we deduce -Y;+t n Ko2. 

See Section 3.2.4. 

4. Then the auxiliary signals are known on B(0, t + 1). 

3.2. Construction of the automaton 

We will first successively describe the various algorithms used to construct the 

parabolas in the different parts, then globally study the automaton. 
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0 X 

Fig. 41. Projected geometrical diagram without time of the automaton which constructs the parabola HI. 

3.2. I. The “long” landings 

We call “long landings” the landings of the parabolas Hk which belong to DHo. 
The first paragraph deals with the case of the parabola HI. It is a particular case 

of the general construction, where the parabola Hk will be obtained from a part 

Hk n (Ko U De) of itself. Finally, we explain how we can construct all the parabo- 

las Hk from UkaO (Hk fY (D& UKO)). 

Lemma 3.1. There exists a 2D-CA which constructs the parabola HI from the initial 
conjiguration CO. 

Proof. 

From Section 2.4.2, two signals S (the traces of which are the broken lines S{ and 

Sj ) generated by the cell (0,O) and one signal T, the trace of which actually is HI, 
are necessary to construct the parabola HI. 

From a point C/, each signal S are propagated one cell on the right, then in diagonal 

until it reaches 6x, then one cell on the right and finally, in diagonal until it crosses 

the signal T. From Lemma 2.2, the signals meet on a cell which is a point C:. The 

corresponding cell then propagates adequately both signals. From a point C;, the 

signal T is propagated in diagonal for one unit of time, then horizontally up to a 

new meeting with a signal S. 

The initial conditions are to be specified: at time 0, T is propagated from cell (0,O) 

one unit of time along dy, at time 1, T is propagated horizontally from cell (0, 1 ), 

while Sl is propagated diagonally and S$ horizontally from cell (0,O). 0 

Fig. 41 shows the projected geometrical diagram, without the times marked, of this 

automaton. Fig. 42 gives a graphical representation of the three-dimensional space- 

time diagram. 

More generally, we have: 

Lemma 3.2. For all k 2 1, there exists a 2D-CA which constructs Hk from Hk fl (Ko U 

DO. 

Proof. From Lemma 2.2, we can construct the point Cf+2k from the point CF with 

i 20 with the help of signals S. As we suppose Hk rl (De U Ko) to be known, that is 

to say that the points CF for 1 <i <2k are given, we will be able to use this lemma. 
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Fig. 42. Three-dimensional space-time diagram of the celllular automaton which constructs the parabola HI. 

Then the principle of this automaton will be the following one: 3 
Initially, all the cells are in a quiescent state (denoted by q) except: the cell (O,O), 

which is in state 41, and the cells which belong to Hk fl (D& UKo), which are in 
state q2. We notice that a cell c which is in state q2 “knows” whether it is a point 
of V or not. Actually, for such a cell, its neighbor cells &(c) and Bs(c) are also in 
the state q2 while the Bi(c), i c$ {3,8}, are in state q. For the other cells c’, the only 
neighbor cells in state q2 are the cells &(c’) and &(c’) while the other ones are in 
the quiescent state q. 

In a first time, the cell (0,O) initializes a signal which is propagated in the direction 
6. This signal reaches the cell (O,k), which is the first cell it meets that belongs to 
the parabola Hk. This cell is marked because it is in the state 92. Here the second 
phase begins. Notice that 6x is also marked by a signal. 
The state q1 is not propagated any more. But, the cell (0,k) initializes a signal which 
propagates a new signal denoted by SH. At a given time, if this signal reaches a cell 
c then, at the next time, it will reach the cell Bi(c) (i=7 or 8) such that Bi(c) is in 
the state q2. Moreover, if the cell Bi(c) is a point C,! then the cell Bi(c) propagates 
the signal but also initializes a signal S. The last one evolves as follows: 
- We suppose that the signal S is initialized at time t by the cell c, 
- Step 1: the signal S is propagated to the cell &(c), 
- Step 2: the signal goes from the cell B,(c) to the cell &(&(c)), reaches the cell 

Bb(&(&(c))), then the cell &(&(&(&(c)))) etc. until it reaches a cell, denoted 
by (i, 0), that belongs to & (itself marked by a signal initialized by (0, 0)), 

- Step 3: then the signal S is propagated from the cell (i, 0) to the cell (i + 1 , 0), 

- Step 4: S goes from (i+ 1,0) to Bs(i+ l,O), then to &(&(i+ 1,0)) etc. 
When the signal & reaches the last cell which is in the state ql, that is to say the 
last cell of Hk fl(D6 U KC,), the third phase begins. 

3 Moore’s 
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. . x 

Fig. 43. Projected geometrical diagram of the celllular automaton which constructs Hz. 

l If at a given time, only the signal SH reaches a cell c then, at time t + 1, the signal is 

propagated to the cell By. On the contrary, if at time t a cell c is simultaneously 

reached by the signal SH and by a signal S then, at time t + 1, the signal SH is 

propagated to the cell &J(C) and the cell c initializes a signal S. 

We easily verify that the cells that are simultaneously reached by the two signals are the 

cells CF because the traces of signals S are exactly the broken lines SF of Lemma 2.2. 

Hence, the parabola Hk is the trace of the signal SH we have constructed. q 

Fig. 43 gives a graphical representation of the construction of the parabola Hz from 

H2n(K0UDIt5). 

Proposition 3.1. There exists a 2D-CA which constructs the parabolas Hk for k > 1 

from Uk3a (Hk f-l@‘6 UKo)). 

Proof. The principle of this automaton is almost the same as the one of the previous 

automaton. The difference is that each cell of dy reached by 41, initializes a signal S, 

but, at different times. Actually the cell (0,k) initializes a signal SH at time k, then all 

the signals SH can be represented by the same state. Furthermore, we notice that all 

the signals are propagated in real time. So, the signals that control a given parabola do 

not mix with the signals that control an other one. In fact, when a signal S meets, at 

(x,y), the trace of a signal SH it does not control, the signal SH has already reached 

the cell of 6x-coordinate (x + 1). Hence the signal S “knows” that it is not the signal 

SH it controls. Consequently, all the signals S can be constructed with the same states. 

Hence, all these signals can be installed by means of a finite number of states (see 

Table 1). 0 

Fig. 44 shows the simultaneous construction of the two first parabolas. We remark 

that, as the interval of time is equal to 1, the number of states is finite. 
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Table 1 
States which are used for the signals S 
State Meaning 

el initialization of the signals that control HI 

e2 horizontal floor landing 

e3 ascendant phase 

e4 horizontal ceiling landing 

e5 descendant phase 

eb meeting 

387 

Fig. 44. Projected geometrical diagram of the cellular automaton which constrnct the parabolas HI and HT. 

Corollary 3.2. For all k s 1, for all n > 0, the automaton which generates the parabo- 

las Hk from IJkbO(Hk ~I(DVOU&)), marks thepoint (n, 1-J) at time (n+k). 

Proof. From the previous proposition, the initialization of the parabola Hk is per- 

formed at time k. That is to say that the point (0,k) is marked with a special state at 

time k. Then, the signal is propagated of one cell at each time. So, it reaches the cell 

(n, [d-j) at time k + n. q 

Corollary 3.3. For all t >O, the bundle %+I I- DHo can be constructed by cellu- 

lar automaton from yi;n (DVO UKO) or 8 nDHo and the bundle %+I n DVo from 
‘9;n(DHoUKo) or “Y;nDVo. 

3.2.2. Construction of the orthogonal bundle 
In Section 2.4.3, we proved that the respective positions of two parabolas Hk and 

I$ in a square on the grid are linked (cf. Proposition 2.1). From this result we deduce 

an automaton that constructs a parabola I$ aid of the bundle A?. Then, we generalize 

the algorithm to the construction of the bundle V from the bundle Z?. 

Lemma 3.3. There exists a 2D-CA which constructs the parabolas V,r (k’ 3 1) (res- 
pectively Hk (k 2 1)) from the bundle of parabolas .Z (respectively Y). 
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Proof. We suppose known the parabolas Hk for k > 1. That means that at initial time, 

all the cells of the quarter of the plane are in a quiescent state denoted by q, except 

the cell (0,O) and the cells that belong to the parabolas Hk. These last ones are, for 

example, in state qH. 

Let S be the signal constructed as follows: 

l we suppose that at time 0, the cell (k’, 0) (k’ > 1) is in a special state denoted by 

4&Z, 9 
l The evolution is determined by the following rules: for all t > 0, all c E Z*, 

1. if srate(&(c), t) = qshi, then state(c, t + 1) = qs. 
2. if stute(&(c), t) = qs and state(Bs(c), t) # qH then state(c, t + 1) = qs. 

3. if state(&(c), t) = qs and state&j(c), t) = qH then stute(c, t + 1) = qs. 
In fact, S is always propagated in the diagonal direction (for t > 1) except when the 

cell which is reached is such that its neighbor cell on the right (~7) is in the state qH. 

In this case, the signal is propagated one cell upward. 

We can remark that for t > 0, the dy-coordinate of the cell reached by the signal 

S is y = t. Then, for t = 0 the trace of the signal S is the parabola I$. At time t = 1, 

the cell which is reached is (k’, 1) and we have already seen in Lemma 2.1 that for 

all k’ > 1, x = [dm] = k’. Moreover, for t > 1, this automaton exactly translates 

Proposition 2.1. Hence, we are sure that the trace 

parabola I$ for t, t 20. 0 

Fig. 45 shows the construction of the parabola VT 

of the constructed signal is the 

by this automaton for 0 < t d 19. 

Lemma 3.4. There exists a 2D-CA which constructs the bundle of parabolas Y (resp. 

.X) from the bundle of parabolas 2 (resp. Y). 

Proof. The initial configuration of this cellular automaton is different from the one of 

the previous one: we suppose the parabolas & for k > 1 to be known and the cell (0,O) 

to be in a special state. This last cell initializes at time 0, a signal which goes along 

& at speed 1. Each cell reached by this signal initializes itself a signal S which is 

propagated as it is described in the proof of Lemma 3.3. So we obtain all the parabolas 

yk, for k’ > 1 at time intervals equal to 1. 0 

Fig. 46 shows the configuration of this last automaton at time 14. 

Corollary 3.3. For all k 3 1, for all n > 0, the automaton that generates the bundle of 

parabolas Y from the bundle X, marks the point (n, [d-j) of the parabola 
I$ at time (n + k’). 

Proof. A signal S is initialized at each time. Then, the signal that corresponds to the 

parabolas &I is initialized at time k’. Moreover, at each time, each signal is propagated 

of one cell. Hence the cell (n, LJ2kln+is;zJ) is marked at time k’ + n. Cl 
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Fig. 45. Projected geometrical diagram of the cellular automaton which constructs the parabola V7 from the 

bundle 2’. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 7071127374 

Fig. 46. Projected geometrical diagram of the cellular automaton which constructs the parabolas I$ from 

the parabolas Hk. 
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Corollary 3.4. For all t ~0, the bundle ?$;+I n (DHo U Kol) is constructed by cellular 
automaton from the bundle xn (DHo UKol) and, the bundle yi;+l n (DVo U KOZ) is 

constructed by cellular automaton from the bundle 9’j f? (DVo U Ko~). 

3.2.3. The origins of patterns A 

We will now define a cellular automaton which localizes the origins of the patterns A. 
The coordinates (cl;, pi) of the origins of the patterns A have the following expressions 

(see Section 2.5.1): 

with k> 1 and i> Lk(l + v’?)]. 

We start studying the set of points ($,/I:) with i30 and k> 1. Let us remark that 

[v’m] - [,,/2k(i - 1) + k2] takes only two values: 0 or 1. So, only two cases 

have to be considered to compute the coordinates of (a~,/?~) from the coordinates of 

@_,,B;_& 
l [&%%@j-[ 2k(i-1)+k2J=1 andthena:=x~_,+5and/$=y~_,+5 

l 1d-j - 1 2k(i - 1) + k2] =0 and then U” =~f_t + 4 and fi,” = yf_, + 3 

with, CC; = 3k and & = 4k. This means that if the point (i, [&GZ]) is the origin 

of a slope (case where L&6??] - lJ2k(i - 1) + k2J = 1) then the point (a;, p,” ) 
is obtained from the point (a:_, , /r:_, ) adding 5 to its coordinates. On the contrary, 

if the point (i, [J-J) . IS not the origin of a slope (case where Ld-1 - 

[d2k(i - 1) -t k2] =0) then the point (af,Pt) is obtained from the point (c&,,fi~_,) 

adding 4 to the first coordinate and 3 to the second one. 

In fact, we construct by cellular automaton the points (cl:, /?f) with i>O and k 2 1 

and we only consider the ones that belong to Kai. Then we obtain all the origins of 

patterns A from Proposition 2.2. 

Lemma 3.5. There exists a 2D-CA which, the parabola Hk (k 3 1) being given, marks 

the points (c$, #), i > 0. 

Proof. Let k be an integer (k B 1). We consider the parabola Hk and we want to 

localize the points of coordinates (a~,/?~) for i>O from this one. Fig. 47 gives a 

graphical representation in the case k = 1. The crosses localize the points we want to 

construct. 

The principle of the construction is the following one: each cell of the parabola Hk, 

the coordinates of which are (i, 1d-j ), emits a signal which helps to construct 

the point (CC;, /If). We have a” - i = /34 - lv’m]. This implies that a signal born 

on the cell (i, [d-j) and which is propagated in diagonal, that is to say which 

goes at each time from a cell c to the cell Es(c), will meet the point (old,@). We have 

to define how the signal knows that it arrives at this point. 
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Fig. 47. Graphical representation of the points (cxf , /I! ) and of the parabola HI. 

Table 2 

States which are used for the signals which localizes the origins of patterns A 
State Meaning 

Qinit initialization of the simals born on the cells (0,k) 

4OP 

% 
el, e2 

e3, e3, % e6 

eC 

the signal is born on the origin of a landing 

the signal is not born on the origin of a landing 

to count 3 

to count 5 

origin of pattern A 

It is sufficient to remember that we obtain yf+, from yf adding 5 if the point of the 

parabola Hk is the origin of a landing, and three if not. So, the cells (i, 14-l ) 

for i 30 will emit two kinds of signals according to the fact that they are origins of 

landing or not. Then, if at a given time t a cell which is reached by such a signal, 

sees in its neighborhood (Bs) the point marked by the previous signal, it will count 

3 or 5 according to its type to mark a new point. The signal initialized by the cell 

(0, k) cannot proceed like that: there is no previous signal. But, we have, for all k 2 1, 

cxi = 3k and pk =4k. So, we just have to add another signal that marks these cells. 

The necessary states to realize these signals are sum up in Table 2. 

Fig. 48 represents the trace of the signals used to construct the points (CC!, /j’! ) 

from HI. 

We have to look after the fact that the signals which are generated by the cells 

(x, y) of a parabola Hk such that x - y = constant (the cells of Hk belonging to slopes 

of length m, m 3 1) do not intermingle. Then, when a cell of Hk generates a signal, 

it enters a special state qe which means “I have generated a signal”. And this state is 

propagated on the parabola Hk. A cell of Hk only generates a signal if its neighbor on 

the parabola is in the state qe and if the signal generated by this neighbor does not go 

through itself. We remark that for a fixed 6x-coordinate x the number of stairs before 
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- Si “initialization” 
- S, “pit” 
x S$ asps’” 

as 1c 

_...... s “plw 3” 

%ll 

- HI 

Fig. 48. Trace of the signals used to construct the points (oz!, /3f ) from HI. 

x on Hk+l is strictly greater than the number of stairs on Hk. So, the signals on Hk+i 

will be more delayed than on Hk and hence, they will not mix each other. 0 

Corollary 3.5. For all k > 1, for all i > 0, 2k + 3i + [X/-J times are necessary 
to mark the point (cr$, /If), origin of a pattern A, from the point (i, 1d-j ). 

Proof. The point (2k + 4i + 1d-J) 2k + 3i + 2 1v-J ) is localized from the 

point (i, 1d-j) with the help of a diagonal signal which spreads of one cell at 

each time. So, the time necessary to reach this point is equal to the difference between 

the first coordinates (or the second) of these two points. Fig. 49 gives an illustration 

of this corollary. q 

3.2.4. The heart 

Lemma 3.6. There exists a 2D-CA which constructs the parabola Hk+l (k> 1) in 
&I from the parabola Hk in Kol and the origins of patterns A. 

Proof. This cellular automaton is very simple because, as we have remarked it before, 

problems occur for the second points of the landings of length 2. As a matter of fact, 

if Hk has a landing of length 1 at a point (x, y) then we know, from Lemmas 2.4 and 

2.5, that the points (x, y + 2), (x + 1, y + 2), (x + 2, y + 3) and (x + 3, y + 3) belong 

Hk+i. This corresponds to two different signals which are emitted by the hollows and 

the peaks. The first one is propagated two cells upwards and the second one one 

cell upwards. In the case where (x, y) is the origin of a landing of length 2, the cell 

(x + 2, y + 1) is neither a peak nor an hollow. But, it will evolve according to its 

neighbor (x + 1, y + 1). If this last cell is the origin of a pattern A (it is marked by a 
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4 2k+3i+ 1-j *_~__________~~~~~~~I 

Fig. 49. Corollary 3.5. 

special state) then it initializes a signal which is propagated one cell upwards. On the 

other case, it initializes a signal which is propagated two cells upwards. 0 

3.2.5. An automaton that constructs the parabolas from Co 

Proposition 3.2. There exists a 2-CA which generates the parabolas Hk and & for 

k 2 1 and k’ B 1 from the initial conJguration Co. 

Proof. Notice some signals that can be easily constructed: 

l the signal, denoted by S,, which marks 6x, 

a the signal, denoted by Sb, which marks dy, 

l the signal, denoted by Sd, which marks the first diagonal, 

l the signal, denoted by SKH~, which localizes the cells (x, v) such that y = 1:x] and, 

l the signal, denoted by SKV~, which localizes the cells (x, y) such that x = lay]. 

Fig. 50 shows the traces of these signals. 

At initial time, these signals are initialized by the cell (0,O). Then, each cell which 

is reached by the signal Sb initializes a signal SH and, each cell reached by the signal 

S, initializes a signal Sv. The signals SH and Sv which are respectively initialized by 

the cells (0,l) and (1,0) are particular cases and their evolution has been described in 

Section 3.2.2. The evolution of other signals SH and SV, initialized by the cells (0, k) 
and (k, 0) with k > 1, is performed in three phases. 

In the first one, the signals SH (respectively Sv) use their intersection with the 

signals SV initialized by the cells (I, 0) with I <k (respectively SH initialized by the 

cells (0, I) with I < k). The algorithm which allows to obtain the orthogonal bundle 

has been described in Section 3.2.2. This phase comes to an end when the signals SH 

and Sv meet the signal Sd. Notice that during this phase, the cells which are reached 

by the signals SH and Sv also initialize new signals. These last ones will localize the 

patterns A and they evolve as it is described in Section 3.2.3. 
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Fig. 50. Proposition 3.2 

In the second phase, the evolution of the signals S, and SV follows the algorithm 

which has been described in Section 3.2.3: signals which are initialized by the hollows 

(which go two cells upwards) and by the peaks (which go one cell upwards) are used. 

This phase ends when the signals S, and S y, respectively, meet the signals S,, and 

SK&. Notice that we have to verify that the origins of the patterns A which help to 

the construction of a given signal S H, are marked before we have to use them. From 

Corollary 3.5, 2k + 3i + 1J-J steps are necessary to localize the point (2k + 

4i+ Lv”~],2k+3i+2[d~j) fr om the point (c$, Bf) and [v’-] -k 

units are necessary as amount of shift. But the point (a:,/?;) is itself constructed at 

time (k + i) from Corollary 3.2. Hence the point (2k + 4i + ldmJ,2k + 3i + 

2lJZZZJ) is kn own at time t = k + 3i + 2 lv’m]. Now we suppose that the 

point (2k + 4i + [dmJ,2k + 3i + 2lJ2kiT-itij ) helps to the construction of 

the parabola HK (K >k). The point of first coordinate 2k + 4i + [v’%GP] of the 

parabola HK is reached, from Corollary 3.2, at time t’ = 2k + 4i + [&ZfGTj + K. 

But, from Proposition 2.2, we have 

because k>, 1. Hence we have t’> t. 

The last phase is the construction of the “long landings”, that is explained in 

Section 3.2.2. 

Fig. 5 1 shows the evolution of the automaton from the time t = 10 to the time t = 11. 

q 

Corollary 3.6. For all k > 1, for all n 2 0, the automaton which generates the parabo- 

las Hk from the initial configuration Co constructs the point (n, ~~~J) at time 

(n + k). 
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Temps 10 Temps11 Temps I2 

Fig. 51. Evolution of the automaton which constructs the parabolas from the time t = 10 to the time t = 12. 

In this section, we have described the automaton that constructs the parabolas S 

and 9’“. This construction is not easy because first it is founded on a recurrence and 

second, the algorithms vary according to different parts of the plane. 

Moreover, notice that, as all the signals which are used, are real time signals, the 

parabolas are constructed “as soon as” possible. 

We will use this construction in the following section in order to construct the floor 

circles. 

4. Construction of the floor circles 

We will show here how the knowledge of the bundles of parabolas previously studied 

lead to cellular automata that, simultaneously, build these bundles of parabolas and the 

whole family of floor circles 101 corresponding to 0. But first of all we have to 

precise the definition of a floor circle. 

Definition 4.1. For every positive integer R, the floor circle centered on (0,O) of radius 

R, denoted by Cjr,,,(O, R), is defined in the first octant by 

Cf loor,ls’octanf (O,R)= fi ({(~,~)~~~/~=R_k,lJ2kxfk2]6y< 
k=O 

[J2(R + 1)x + (k + 1)2J and x>y>,O}). 

Floor circles consist in points belonging to vertical segments spreading from one floor 

parabola (included) up to the next one (excluded). We have to notice that on a parallel 

to 6.q we can have more than one point. Let us study how one of these vertical 

segments follows another. 

Let us call DR,~ the intersection of C&,r(O,R) and the vertical line of &-coordinate 

x and EIQ its bottom point. ER,~ belongs to the parabola HR_~. Two cases appear: 
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D D Rx+, rC+La+x+l 

0) 

D X,X+, 

(lb) 

Fig. 52. How to obtain a segment of the floor circle V,Q&O,R) from a segment of CepoO,(O, R - 1). 

1. If (x + 1, y) E HR_-x, then D~+i,~+i begins on E~+i,~+i =(x + 1, y). The top point of 

DR,X+l is (x + 1, y - 1) (immediately under E~+i,~+i and the top point of DR+I,~+z 
is not known: it may be (x + 2, y - 1) or (x + 2, y) (see Fig. 52( la) or (lb)). 

2. If (x + 1, y) $! HR--x, then (x + 1, y + 1) E HR__x. Thus E~+i,~+i is (x + 1, y + 1). The 

top point of DR,X+l is (x + 1, y) (immediately under E~+i,~+i and the top point of 

DR+,,~+~ is (x + 2, y) because a slope in DHo U&l has length 1 (see Fig. 52(2)). 

In consequence, if (x, y) E Cpoor(O,R), then (x + 1, y) E CJ&O, R + 1). And (x + 

2, y) E Cj,,,(O,R + 1) if and only if (x + 1, y) is an hollow of HR-~. 

4.0.6. Construction of the family of the floor circles in real time 

Lemma 4.1. There exists a 2-CA which, from the initial conjiguration CHV, constructs 

the family of floor circles in real time. 

Proof. We suppose that the circle of radius R - 1 and the bundle of parabolas 2 

are already constructed and we aim to get the circle of radius R (Fig. 53). The study 

following Definition 4.1, shows that a cell always belongs to CJ~,,(O,R) if its left (B3) 

neighbor belongs to C&,,(O, R - 1). 4 This previous study also shows that the only 

cells of IL”~~~(O,R) not obtained by this right shift are those: 

b the &-neighbor of which belongs to Cpoor(O,R). 
l the Ba-Bs-neighbor of which belongs to C’oor(O, R - 1). 

l the Bs-neighbor of which is an hollow. 

We summarize these three previous conditions by the two following ones: 

l the B4-neighbor of which belongs to C’Oo,(O, R - 1). 

l the Bs-neighbor of which is an hollow. 

Consequently, to construct C’,,,(O,R) from Cpoor(O,R - 1) it is sufficient to associate 

to each (x, y) in C&JO,R - l), its BT-neighbor and, if its Bi-neighbor is an hollow, 

its Bs-neighbor (Fig. 54). 

This defines a local rule we translate in cellular automata terms. 

4 Moore’s neighborhood: 
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Fig. 53. Configuration at time f = 12 of the cellular automaton which constructs the family of floor circles. 

I I I 6 I I x B,-r&l&or 
_._ .__I__._. _._ I 9 I # I I _I_,__I__L_I_J_ Q B,-ne@bor 

Fig. 54. Construction in real time of the floor circles. 

Proof. The cells of the circle of radius R are in the Moore’s neighborhood of the cells 

which belong to the circle of radius (R - 1). So, they can be constructed in one unit 

of time using the parabolas. That is to say that a new circle is constructed at each 

time and, as the circle of radius 1 appears at time 1, the construction is made in real 

time. 0 

The previous Lemma 4.1 suppose that the parabolas are already constructed. But, it 

is possible to construct simultaneously the circles and the parabolas, as is shown by 

the following proposition. 

Proposition 4.1. There exists a 2-CA which constructs, in real time, the family of 
floor circles from the initial configuration CO. 

Proof. At initial time, the only cell in a non quiescent state is (0,O). It is the origin 

of all the signals which allow to construct parabolas and circles. 
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In Section 3, we have described a cellular automaton which constructs the bundles 

of parabolas X and V from the initial configuration CO. Now we compound the 

states of this automaton with the states of the automaton which constructs in real time 

the circles from the parabolas we have seen previously. Let us remark that this new 

automaton does not construct the family of circles in real time but in quasi-real time. 

As a matter of fact, the circle of radius R uses the points of first coordinates x = R -k 

of the parabolas Hk. But, these points are constructed with the help of the automaton 

described in Section 3.2.4, at time t = k + x= k + R - k=R. Thus at time R, the 

intersections between the circle of radius R and the bundle of parabolas 2 are known. 

But, two times more are necessary to obtain the circle between the parabolas. As a 

matter of fact, we consider the cell (x, y) which belongs to the parabola &. The circle 

cut Hk at a point which will be different according to the fact that (x,~) is an hollow 

or not. But, the point of first coordinate x + 1 of Hk is constructed at time t’ = k +x + 1. 

Consequently, the circle R is constructed next time; that is to say at time R + 2. 

But, from the result recalled in Section 1.5, we can conclude that there exists a 

2-CA which simultaneously constructs the floor parabolas and circles in real time. 0 

Following the same idea (constructing adequate bundles of parabolas CA- 

constructible), we will show how to build, in real time on cellular automata, other 

discrete circles namely ceiling circles, Pitteway’s circles and arithmetical circles. The 

construction of the parabolas will still be the main difficulty. 

Let us start with the ceiling circles. 

5. Ceiling parabolas and circles 

Let us denote 2 and ‘Y, k 2 1, the bundles of parabolas obtained by putting r 1 in 

place of [J in the definition of floor-parabolas. Their elements, the ceiling-parabolas, 

are denoted fik and &. We could get 2 and f as we did for 2 and ^y_, but we 

are going to exhibit an other method which allows to get these new bundles from the 

previous ones, and which is founded on the following remark. 

Remark 5.1. For all x real, we have: 

C 

[xl = 1x1 if x is an integer, 

[xl = 1x1 + 1 else. 

Using these equalities for our problem, we obtain: 

Hk(X) =&(x) 

i: 

if hk(X) is an integer (5), 

H/&X) = f&(X) + 1 else (6). 

So, let (x,~) belong to the parabola Hk. If the parabola hk does not go through (x, y) 
then the point (x, y + 1 )will belong to the parabola fik. If not, (x, JJ) belongs to the 

parabola Hk too. It follows that the parabola Ei, is always one cell higher than the 
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Fig. 55. Bundles X and Y, and the points (x, y) such that y* = 2kx + k2. 

parabola Hk except when 2kx + k2 is a perfect square. Consequently, if there exists a 

cellular automaton that marks the set of points: 

P = {(x, y) E Z2; y2 = 2kx + k2 with k integer} 

then, we can construct a 2-CA that gives the bundles S? and ? from the bundles J? 

and V. 

We will prove that such automata exist. 

5.0.7. A cellular automaton that marks the points (x, y) from Z2 such that 

y2=2kx+k2 
Fig. 55 represents the bundles 2 and Y where the points (x,y) from N2 such that 

y2 = 2kx f k2 are marked by black squares. 

Let (x’~, Y’~) be on the parabola Hk. Let S’tY, be the broken line born on (x’~, Y’~) 

and defined as follows: 

s&/(x, Y> = 
{ 

Xfk <x <Xfk + ylk, y= -X+(X’k+y’k), 

X3Xlk + ylk, y =x - (X’k + y’k). 

It is simply the broken line that, starting from a point of the parabola, goes diagonally 

down to the 6~ axis, then diagonally up to the parabola again. 
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Fig. 56. Broken line that joint the peaks 4’ and qtzk. 

Lemma 5.1. For all k> 1 and all points (x, y) in Hk such that xa4k, (x, y) belongs 
to L?? if and only if there exists a point (x’, y’) in 9’ such that the broken line S.:!,,, 

born on (x’, y’) meets the parabola Hk at (x, y). 

Proof. Let us suppose that (x, y) on Hk is in 8. From Remark 5.1, (x, y) simulta- 

neously belongs to Hk and E;ik. As x B 4k, (x, y) is a peak of the parabola Hk, and 

(x - 1, y - 1) is a point of the family % which can be denoted by Cik,2k with i B 1 

(See Section 24.2). So, the point C/‘ of 9, with coordinates xf and y”, exists on Hk 

and we consider the point ($ + 1, yf + 1). We know that 2 = k + i - 1, this implies 

that (xi” + 1, yf + 1) belong to Z2. Moreover, if we put x - 1 = $+2k and y - 1 = yf+2k, 

we know that xF+~~ - xi” = 4k + 2i and we get 2k(x,k + 1) + k2 = 2k(xf+2k - 4k - 2i + 

1) + k2 = 2k(x;+*, +1)+k2-8k2-4ki=(yf+2k +1)2-8k2-4ki=(3k+i)2-8k2- 
4ki = (k + i)2 = (yf + 1)2, which proves that ($ + 1, yf + 1) is on Hk. Finally, it is 

easy to verify that the broken line born on (x: + 1, yf + l), $+t,~+, goes through 

(x, y). So (xi” + 1, yf + 1) is the wanted point. 0 

The converse assertion is trivial. 

So, all the points (x, y) which belong to B n DHo can be obtained from the points 

that belong to 9 rl (DQ, U Ko) (cf. the analytic study, Section 2). Moreover, as in the 

construction of the bundles Jt+ and Y, the points that belong to 9 n DVo are obtained 

using broken lines (Fig. 56) that are symmetric to the broken lines ,S$, according to 

the first diagonal and which lean on the bundle V. Consequently, we just have to 

consider the points in 9 n KO and, more precisely only the points in 9 n &,I (because 

the points in 6Yn Ko2 are obtained symmetrically). We go on in the study of 9 in 

proving three lemmas which lead to the fact that the points of 9 can be marked by a 

cellular automaton. 

Lemma 5.2. For all k > 1 and every point (x0, yo) in Hk n Ko~, if (x0, yo) is in 9 then 
(x0, yo) is the origin of a pattern A. 
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Fig. 57. Lines 9, 9,’ and 9;. 

Proof. If (xc, yo) belongs to 9, (x0, ys) E Z2 and yi = 2kxo + k2. So, there exists an 
integer R = x0 + k such that xi + yi = R2. 

Moreover, from Lemma 2.7, it is equivalent to prove that (xo,yo) is the origin of a 
square and to prove that there exists an integer R such that the circles C(0, R), C(0, Rf 

1) and (0, R + 2) meet the segment [(x, y), (x + 1, y + 2)[ and are the only ones that 
cut it. As xi + yi = R2, the circle C(0, R) meets the segment [(x, y),(x + 1,y + 2)[ 
at (x0, ~0). We are going to prove that the circle C(0, R + 2) is the circle of greatest 
radius that meets [(x, y), (x + 1, y + 2)[. 

We consider the straight line .9 of slope 4 which goes through (~0,~s). Its equation 
is y = 2x+(ya -2x0). Let 9’ be the straight line which goes through (x0, yo) and (0,O). 
In Koi, 9’ makes an angle o! with the horizontal line which goes through (x0, ys) such 
that arctan a < rx <4S’. Fig. 57 gives a graphical representation of the lines $3; and 9; 
which are the limits of variation of 9’. Notice that in the direction of the line 9’ (the 
radial direction), the distance between two consecutive circles is equal to 1. So, the 
circle of radius (R + 2) cuts the line 9’ at the point A such that xa + fi <xA <x0 + 1.6 

and yo + 1.26~~ <yo + xh. 
We consider the line 9” which is orthogonal to 9’ through A. Fig. 57 gives a 

graphical representation of the lines 9i” and 9: which are the limits of variation of 
9”. Notice that if 9i” cuts the segment [(x0, ye), (x0 + 1, ys + 2)] then the line $3: also 
cuts it. Consequently, we only consider 9: and the angle c(’ = arctan f . The equation 
of 9” is y=+x+($xo+ys+~). 

As the intersection, (x, y), between 9” and 9 satisfies the equations y = $x + 
(~xo+y0+$‘)andy=2x+(y~-2x~),wegetx=xs+l. 

Consequently, the circle C(O,R + 2) cuts the segment [(x0, ya),(xo + 1, y. + 2)[ 
and is the last one to cut it. Hence, the point (xc, yo) is an origin of pattern A. 0 

Lemma 5.3. For all k 2 1 and all points (x0, yo) which belong to Hk fl Ko,, if (x0, yo) 
is in 9 then there exist two integers 1 and i such that: 

x0 = 21+ 4i + LJ2li + l’j, 

y0=21+3i+2[&ETP], 

and 21i + l2 = m2 where m is an integer. 
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Proof. From the hypothesis, (x~,ya) is the origin of a pattern A. So, by 

Proposition 2.2, there exist two integers 1 and i such that 

or there exists an integer R such that the circles C(0, R), C(0, R + 1) and C(0, R + 2) 

cut the segment [(xo, ya), (XO + 1, yo +2)[ and, as (x0, ya) also is in 9, such that C(0, R) 

goes through (xo,ya). Then, still with the notations of Proposition 2.2, there exists an 

integer R, R 2 1, such that 

(R-5)2+(R-q)2=R2 (7) 

and 

(R+2)2<(R-5+1>2+(R-~+2)2 (4). 

Now, if we consider the functions f and g defined in the proof of Proposition 2.2, we 

can say that there exists an integer R (R 2 1) such that f(R) = 0 and g(R) > 0 or such 

that R=c+q+m (with t=R- x0 et ye = R - yo). But, we have showed (in the 

proof of Proposition 2.2) that R can be expressed as follows: R = 3Z+.5i+2[dm]. 

Consequently, as 4 = I+ i + [v”m] and q = I + 2i, we have 

j/2(1 + i + [&ZGJ)(I + 2i) + 22 + 3i + [&ZTP] 

This is also equivalent to: 

(I + 2i)2 + 2(Z + 2i)LJZ5] + (&ZG)2 = I + 2i + [V5G?]. 

We suppose that d%? = Lv’~] + E with E 2 0. 

We obtain: 

This implies that .s=O, and, hence, that v’m= [X/M]. q 

Lemma 5.4. For all k b 1 and every point (x, y) in I$ f? 9, the point (x’, y’) = (2k + 

4x + [v”mJ,2k +3x + 2ldmJ) is in 9. 

Proof. Let (x, y) be in Hk n 9. We have [v’m] = Jm. 

If we put A,k=(2k+4x+ [v’-])~ +(2k+3~+21~~])~. 
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From the hypothesis, we get 

A,k = (2k + 4.X + &KG?)2 + (2k + 3x + 2 J2kxfk2)2, 

A; = 13k2 + 38kx + 25x2 + 4(3k + 5x)dm, 

AZ = (3k + 5~)~ + 2(3k + 5x)(2J2kx+k2) + (2J2kx-tk2)2, 

A”; = (3k + 5x + 22/2kxfk2)2. 0 

So, to each point (x, y) in 4 n g corresponds a point (x’, y’) = (2k + 4x + 1 

vm], 2k + 3x + 2Lvm1) which is also in 9. Consequently, we use the 

same recurrence as in the construction of the floor parabolas (see Section 3.1). We 

just add some signals in order to also mark the points of the set 9. 

Lemma 5.5. There exists a 2-CA which, from Co, constructs the bundles Y? and V 
and, marks the points of the set 8. 

Proof. We have proved in the previous lemmas that, if (x,y) is in 9, 

l either (x,y) belongs to DHa (and symmetrically to DVo). In this case, from 

Lemma 5.1, there exists a point (x’, y’) in Y such that the broken line S’:,,,, born 

on (x’, y’) cuts the parabola 6 at the point (x, y). So, the point (x, y) is constructed 

by cellular automaton from the point (x’, y’) with the help of signals the traces of 

which are the broken lines Sk (as it has been done in Section 3.2.1 for the signals 

5). Symmetrically, we mark the points (x, y) in De f’ 9, 
l or, (x,y) belongs to Koi (and symmetrically to Ka2). In this case, we have proved 

in Lemma 5.2, that the point (x, y) is the origin of a pattern A. Consequently, from 

Proposition 2.2, there exists two integers I and i such that: 

x=21+4i+ Ld2li+l”], 

and, from Lemma 5.3, we have LJm] = v’m. So, from Lemma 3.5, 

the point (x, y) is obtained from point (i, Lv’mJ ) with the help of a diag- 

onal signal (cf. Section 3.2.3) born on (i, [dm]) which belongs to 9 and 

obtained by the first point. 

Finally, we simultaneously mark the set 9 and construct the bundles Z’ and Y. We 

just have to add signals the traces of which are the broken lines Stk and to specify 

by 2 new states the diagonal signals that are born on points (i, 1d-J ) such that 

~V%?GJ = Jzz7. 0 

5.0.8. Cellular automaton that constructs the bundle S@ 
To get this bundle, we just have to modify a little the cellular automaton that gener- 

ates the parabolas X and V. Actually, we have seen that the parabola y = ~v’%G%l 

is always one cell higher than the parabola y = [v’m] except on the points (x, y) 
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belonging to Z2. Consequently, a signal, denoted S,, initialized by the cell (O,k), is 

propagated one cell higher than the signal SH (that has been described in the proof of 

Proposition 3.2) and one time later. It meets the signal SH on the points (x,y) in Z*, 

and corresponds to the parabola [J?XZJFl. And we have: 

Lemma 5.6. There exists a 2-CA which, from CO, constructs the bundles %‘, “Y, .s-? 

and v. 

Corollary 5.1. For all k > 1, all n 20, the automaton that generates the parabolas 

Hk from the initial conjiguration CO constructs the point (n, [v’ml) at time 

(n + k + I). 

5.0.9. Construction of the ceiling circles 
The definition of the ceiling circles is analogous to the one of the floor circles, 

replacing the 11 by [l. 

Definition 5.1. The ceiling circle centered on (0,O) or radius R, denoted by Cc,il(O, R), 
is defined in the first octant by 

Cceil,l”‘octant (O,R)= fi ({(x,y)~N~/x=R-k,[dm]<y< 
k=O 

[d2(k + 1)x + (k + 1)21 and x>y>O}). 

The ceiling circles are obtained from the parabolas fik and vk’ with cellular automata 

that are identical to the cellular automata described in the proof of lemma. The study 

following Definition 4.1 remains available. Concerning the generation of the ceiling 

circles from the initial configuration CO, we prove the following lemma: 

Lemma 5.7. There exists a 2-CA which constructs the family of ceiling circles in 
real time jiom the initial configuration CO. 

Proof. The construction of the parabola & is performed one time later according to 

the parabolas y. Consequently, at time R + I, the intersections between the ceiling 

circle of radius R and the bundle .Y? are known. Moreover, we have seen, in the proof 

of Lemma 4.1, that two units of times are necessary to construct the circles leaning on 

the parabolas. Then, the ceiling circle of radius R is constructed at time (R+3). Hence, 

from Section 1.5, there exists a 2-CA that constructs the family of ceiling circles in 

real time. 0 

In the following we still apply the same ideas to construct the Pitteway’s circles 

the arithmetical ones. The main idea is still to build convenient bundles of parabolas 

starting from the knowledge of the bundles Z and V. But we will use a method 

sophisticated enough, the method of grouping for cellular automata, which will appear 

as very efficient. 
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6. Pitteway’s and arithmetical circles 

405 

6.1. Pitteway’s circle 

Let us recall the definition of this discrete circle. 

Definition 6.1. The Pitteway’s circle centered on (0,O) of radius R, denoted by CPitrewav 

(O,R), is defined in the first octant by 

CPitteway, lS’octant (O,R)= fi ({(x,y)EN*/x=R-k,[v’m]<y< 
k=O 

[J2(k+ l)x+(k+ l>*] and x>y>O}. 

61.1. Construction of the bundles S@ and T? 
Let us recall that every real number x can be written x = lxj + {x}, where 1x1 is the 

integer part of x and {x} its fractional part, 0 f {x} < 1, and that the nearest integer to 

x, denoted [xl, is defined as follows: 

{ 

1x1 if {x}<k, 

“I= 1x1 if {x} 2 i. 

It is easy to verify that 

{ 

pJ 

‘x1= L$+l 

2 

So we obtain: 

which can be written, 

[&zF] = 

i 
and be rewritten 

if O<{x}<i, 

if i<{x}<l. 

with K = 2k and X =2x, 

lv%EGSj 
if O<{&GZ}<~, 

9 

y=[J2kx+kz] H 

Y = lJ2KxfK2] with K=2k,X=2x and Y=2y or Y=2y- 1. 

This means that we can construct the parabola y = [&ml from the parabola 

Y = [J3?5S-FJ with K = 2k, X = 2x and Y = 2y or Y = 2y - 1 grouping the cells 
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----L_____L_____L_____~_____ 

---~L_~~~-L~~___L~~--_~____ _L_____ 
8 I 

---__L.----L-____L-____ 

_____‘_____L_____L_____ 

Fig. 58. How we group the cells. 

Fig. 59. How to obtain the parabolas /?I and I&. 

as we have indicated it in Fig. 58. In fact, the cell (x,y) belongs to the parabola fi 

if and only if the cell (2x,2y) or the cell (2x,2y - 1) belongs to the parabola H2k. 
Hence we have the following lemma: 

Lemma 6.1. There exists a 2-CA which, for all k, k> 1, constructs the parabola 

y=[vzGXqf rom the parabola y = Ld2(2k)x + (2k)2J. 

Fig. 59 shows how to obtain the parabola y = [v%?i] from y = Ld4xj and 

the parabola y = [v’m] from y = Lv’m], grouping the cells 4 by 4 and using 

the function @O,JJ (cf. Section 1.6). The distinguished states for the grouped cellular 

automaton are the states two components of which are distinguished states for the 

automaton of Lemma 4.1. 

6.1.2. Construction of the Pitteway’s circles 

Lemma 6.2. The Pitteway’s circle of radius R is obtained from the floor circle of 
radius 2R in “grouping the cells 4 by 4”. 
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Proof. We have proved in the previous paragraph that the bundle 2 is obtained from 

the bundle 2 using cells grouping. So, the points which are the intersection between 

the Pitteway’s circle of radius R and the bundle 3? are known. We just have to 

examine the points which belong to the circle and which are between the parabolas. 

For this, we remark that we have the following equivalence: for all x and all y reals, 

(x, y) E C(O,R) * (2x9 2~) E C(Q 2R). 

Consequently, the points which are between the parabolas are obtained with the help 

of the same method of grouping. 0 

So we can directly use all the results we have proved for the floor circles to construct 

the Pitteway’s circles. 

Proposition 6.1. There exists a 2-CA which constructs, from the initial configuration 

Co, the Pitteway’s circle of radius R (R >O). 

Proof. From Lemma 6.2, we just have to construct the floor circle of radius 2R and 

to group the cell 4 by 4. q 

We can also construct the family of Pitteway’s circles. 

Lemma 6.3. There exists a 2-CA which constructs in real time, from the initial con- 

figuration Cm, the family of Pitteway’s circles. 

Proof. From Lemma 4.1, there exists a 2-CA which constructs, from the configuration 

CHJJ, the floor circle of radius 2R at time 2R. The grouped cellular automaton which 

is obtained from this automaton, simulates, at each time, two times of the former one. 

So, we obtain using cells grouping the Pitteway’s circle of radius R, at time R from 

the initial configuration CHv. 0 

And finally, we have: 

Proposition 6.2. There exists a 2-CA which, from the initial conjguration Co, con- 
structs in real time the family of Pitteway’s circles. 

Proof. From Lemma 4.1, the family of floor circle is generated by cellular automata 

in real time. Consequently, the floor circle of radius 2R is constructed at time 2R. The 

grouping cellular automaton constructed from this automaton, simulates at each time 

two times of this one. So the necessary time to obtain the Pitteway’s circle of radius 

R is R. 0 

4.2. Arithmetical circle 

E. Andres, in his master thesis [I], defines the arithmetical circle Ca,.;th(O, R) centered 

on (0,O) and with radius R, as the solution of the following system of diophantian 
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Fig. 60. Lemma 6.4. 

equations: 

(X,,Y)ECarifh(O,R) @ x2 +_Y2E[(R- ~>*f(R+ ;I”[, 

where x,yEZ and REN. 

The points that belong to the arithmetical circle Ca,,(O,R) are the integer points which 

are between the real circle C(0, R - i ) and the real circle C(0, R + i ). 
As we want to construct the arithmetical circle with a cellular automaton, we must 

transform this definition to put in light “local” properties which can be used by the 

automaton. 

6.2.1. Link with the parabolas 
We have the following lemma: 

Lemma 6.4. For every point (x, y) E IX2 

we have: 

(r-$)2<x2+y2<(r+i)2 * 

2(k- i)x+(k- ;)2<<2<2(kt 

such that x > y > 0, every k integer (k > 1) 

;)x+(k+;)2 and x=r-k. 

Fig. 60 gives an illustration of this lemma. So, for a fixed first coordinate x, we 

are interested in the points which belong to the vertical segment of length 1 which 

is between the parabolas y = 2(k - i)x + (k - i)’ and y = 2(k + 4)x + (k + i)2; 
we denote them by hk_ L and hk+_ . 1 

of the parabolas hk_ L &d hk+i. 
2 

Let Hk_ 1 and Hk+ 1 be the respective digitizations 
2 2 

As the integer poiits which belong to the real circle of equation x2 + y2 = (R + i )2 
do not belong to the arithmetical circle centered on (0,O) and of radius R, we get: for 

every point (x, y) such that x B y 3 0 (x and y are integers), every integer k (k 2 l), 

(r- ;)2<x2+y2<(Y+;)2* 

fi k_~(x)dy<Hr+i(x) 
2 

if hk+l(x) is not an integer, 

Hk_l(x)Gy<H,,~(x) else. 

2 

2 2 
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6.2.2. Parabolas Hk+i and fik_l for k> 1 

In this part, we proie that the iarabolas Hk_l and Hk_l for k b 1, can be respec- 

tively obtained from the parabolas H, and I?, ‘with CI = 2; - 1 grouping the cells 4 

by 4. So, to construct the arithmetical circle we will just have to consider the integer 

points which are between these parabolas. 

We put CI = 2k - 1. As the first part of this paragraph is available for r-1 and 
2 

H 1, we use the notation Z(x) which means 1x1 or [xl. Then we have 
k-y 

which can also be written as 

y=Z( 2(k-; )x + (k - i)2) ti y=z(;~%i@ij%?, 

and, if we put X = 2x, 

y=I( 2(k- ;)x+(k- +)2) # y=l(+ds). (8) 

But, for every positive real x, we have 

1 I’{ 
pJ if 1x1 even, 

-x zz 
2 1:, - 1 

2 
else 

As a matter of fact, li{x]J = 0 and consequently, Lixl = 1; 1x11. 

Just as for the ceiling, 

1 

” { 
Jg if [xl even, 

-x = 
2 rf, + 1 else 

2 

because [+x1 = [i[xl + i({x} - 1)l and [4((x) - I>1 =O. 
If we apply this to (8), we obtain: 

Y= l&m] with X=2x,Y=2y if LJ2c(x+lx2] even, 

Y=l&s] withX=2x,Y=2y+l else, 
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1 I J 

Fig. 61. How to obtain l?_ 1 from &, 
2 

Fig. 62. How to obtain the parabola HI from the parabola HI. 
5 

and 

I 

Y = [&zFTTq withX=2x,Y=2y if r&ZCG7 even, 

Y=[dwl withX=2x,Y=2y- 1 else. 

So, the parabolas Hk_ 1 with k integer (k 2 1) are obtained from the parabolas H, with 

QL = 2k - 1, by groupiig the cells 4 by 4 as indicated in Fig. 61. 

The parabolas Hk_ 1, k integer (k > I), are also obtained using cells grouping from 
2 

the parabolas I?, with a = 2k - 1. But, it is not the same way of grouping; we proceed 

as it is indicated in Fig. 58. 

Fig. 62 gives the example of the parabola HI . 
z 

6.2.3. Construction of the arithmetical circles by cellular automata 
Proposition 6.3. There exists a 2-CA which constructs the family of arithmetical 
circle centered on (0,O) from the initial configuration Co. 

Proof. As we have proved it we can see the arithmetical circle (in the first octant) as 

a set of vertical, diagonal and horizontal segments based on the parabolas Hk_l and 
2 
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I? k_1, and these last ones are constructible from H, and fiU. So, the cellular automaton 
2 

which constructs the arithmetical circle must generates: 

the parabolas Hk for k Z 1, the algorithm is described in 3, 

the parabolas fik for k> 1, see Section 5.0.8, 

the parabolas Hk_ 1 and fik_l. We only consider the parabolas & and fik such that 

k is odd (marked’by new s&es) and we group the cells 4 by 4 as it is indicated 

in Section 6.2.2, that is to say by 4 via Q0,~,2 and @o,-i,2 and the set of the 

distinguished states of the grouping cellular automaton are the ones the component 

(0,O) or (0,l) of which is distinguished for the cellular automaton of Lemma 4.1. 

and, finally, the signals that describe the circles (we are going to precise them in 

the following). 

Fig. 63 sums up the different constructions which allow to obtain the arithmetical 

circles. In the first octant, the signal that describe the arithmetical circle of radius R is 

initialized by the cell (R,O). It evolves in real time in the direction of the increasing 

ordinates until it reaches the parabola HI except if h 1 
$‘) 

is an integer. In this case, 
z 

the parabolas HI and 81 meet. Then, it goes one cell up on the left: then it is on the 
z z 

parabola J?i . And so on until it reaches the first diagonal. Fig. 63 shows this signal 

for various length of circles. 0 

One the initial and basic stage of our work was the observation of Fig. 5. To finish, 

we will show that building of the bundles Hk and fik by cellular automata lead to the 

possibility to get Fig. 5 by means of a cellular automaton, that means that it is possible 

to mark the different type of intersections between the family 0.N of real circles and 

the grid by a cellular atomaton. 

6.3. Construction of Fig. 5 

6.3.1. Intersections between a real circle of fixed radius and the grid 
We will only consider the intersections between the real circle of radius R and the 

grid in the first octant. So, we are interested in the squares the vertices of which are 

integer points (x, y) such that x 20 and y bx + 1. We will call As, At, A2 and A3 the 

edges of a square of the grid, PO, PI, P2 and 9 its vertices, as indicated in Fig. 64. 

First, we can remark that for a fixed first coordinate x (x>R), the circle crosses an 

edge or goes through a vertex of the grid. Fig. 65 shows these intersections. 

1. Case of a vertex: Let P(xp, yp) be a vertex of a square C. If P belongs to the circle 

%?(O, R), xs + ys = R2 (9) where xp and yp are two integers. But, (9) H y?, = 2kR - 
k2 if we put xp = R - k, and (9) # yi = 2kxp + k2 if we substitute xp + k to R. 

Consequently, for a fixed first coordinate xp, the circle goes through the point P if 

and only if yp = dm with k > 1, xp and yp integers. This kind of points 

has already been studied in Section 5.0.7, where it has been proved that there exists 

a 2-CA that mark them. So, there exists a 2-CA that localizes the places where the 

circle goes through a point of the grid. 
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2. 

H, CV,) 

” 

1=2k- 1 

1 Grouping 

Fig. 63. How to obtain the arithmetical circles from the parabolas Hk for k>l. 

Grouping I 

‘k 

l=Zk- 1 

ARITHMETICAL CIRCLES 

We denote by (cl,p) the point which is the intersection between the circle and the 

straight line x = cc in the part of the plane we consider. We suppose that p is not 

an integer and we denote C the square of the grid such that (cr,p) belongs to the 

edge [PI,&] of C. 
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Fig. 64. A square of the grid. 

Fig. 65. Intersections with the grid. 

So a*+fi*=R* (10) and (10) ~/?‘=2ko!+k* with k=R-a. 

As the points PI and P2 are the extremities of the edge, yp, = rd-1 and 
yfi = [JzGYPJ. 

As the parabolas Hk and & are constructible with cellular automata, we can also 
distinguish by cellular automata the cases where the circle cuts a vertical edge. 

Finally, for a fixed first coordinate x, we know the square of the grid which is 
crossed and, moreover, we can say whether it is crossed on an edge or on a vertex. 

So we get: 

Lemma 6.5. There exists a 2-CA which, from the initial configuration Cl such that 
all the cells are in a quiescent state except two: the cell (0,O) and the cell (R,O), 

indicates the edge and the vertices of the squares of the grid that are crossed by the 
real circle of radius R. 

Proof. The configuration we want to get at the end is represented in Fig. 66(a). An 
edge is crossed by the circle if and only if its two extremities are not in a quiescent 
state on the figure. The black points corresponds to the vertices of the squares that 
belong to the circle. Fig. 66(b) shows the position of the circle of radius 13 according 
to the marked points. Let us consider the evolution of the two following signals between 
two parabolas: the first one is composed of the white points and the second one of the 
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(b) 

Fig. 66. Final configuration for the circle of radius 13 (a) and the real circle (b). 

Fig. 67. Intersections between the grid and the family of concentric circles obtained by cellular automaton. 

points with a cross (the black points belong to the two signals). If at the first coordinate 

x (x <R), the real circle cuts a vertical edge, we have seen that the vertices Pr and 

P2 of the corresponding square respectively belong to the parabolas Hk and Hk with 

k = R - x. And, if the circle goes through a vertex, this one is such that Hk(x) = Rk(x). 

It is the same for the first coordinate x - 1. Consequently, between the vertical edge or 

the vertex which is crossed at the first coordinate x and, the edge or the vertex which 

is crossed at the first coordinate (x - l), the real circle only cuts horizontal edges. The 

initialization of these signals is realized by the cell (R, 0) such that a(R) = go(R). 0 

63.2. Fig. 5 

Coming back to Fig. 5, we get: 

Theorem 6.1. There exists a 2-CA which, from the initial conjiguration CO, says for 

each square of the grid how it is cut by the family of circles 0. 
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Fig. 68. The different kinds of intersection constructed by cellular automaton. 

Proof. We just have to apply the algorithm described in the proof of Lemma 6.5 for 

all the circles of the family. We obtain Fig. 67. 

Fig. 68 indicates how to obtain Fig. 5 from Fig. 67. q 

Corollary 6.1. The characterization of the intersections by cellular automaton is re- 
alized in real time. 

Proof. The principle of this automaton is the same as the principle of the one that 

constructs the floor circles in real time (cf. Lemma 4.1). At each time, the automaton 

defines the intersections with a new circles with the help of the parabolas. 0 

7. Conclusion 

In this paper, we essentially succeed in conceiving a cellular that builds in real time 

Fig. 5. This is based on some noticeable facts. 

The first one is that the family 0 is stable by dilatation and that the grouping 

method allows to realize on cellular automata such transformations. One of the efficient 

consequences is that instead of studying the intersection of 0 with the grid, it is enough 

to study the intersection of one circle of 0 with one mesh. 

The choice of the grid as underlying partition of R2 allows to consider only the sides 

of the meshes, more precisely two adjacent sides, but which cannot be reduced to one 

of them by symmetry. This implies that we come down to the well known digitizations 

through 11 and r], (thus even to one of them), generating all the possible topologies 

on this grid. 

We observe that we managed to build in real time all the well-known discrete circles 

but the Bresenham’s one. Knowing the parabolas bundles, it is not difficult starting from 

a point of &-coordinates, to construct one Bresenham’s circle (see [14]). This is not 

really interesting in cellular automata point of view. A real time construction depends 

on the existence of a local definition of Bresenham’s circle. 

One issue arises: is it possible to build, in an analogous way, other families of 

curves? That set the question of the supporting curves (the parabolas in the present 

work) and the one of the dilatation stability of the family. 
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Due to the universality of 2-CA, to construct recursive families of curves with 

2-CA is not a problem. The point is to get them quickly, even as soon as possible. 

We know that it is possible for some non monotonic curves or for curves other than 

tonics. It would be interesting to know whether some families could be constructed aid 

of quadratic supporting curves (for example the family of hyperbolas centered at the 

origin, with & as symmetry axis and going through (O,n)), or the family of ellipsis 

centered at the origin and going through (0, n)), or aid of polynomial supporting curves 

of higher degree (for example some families of strophdids). 

On another hand, from a cellular automata point of view, it could be interesting to 

compare 2D-CA and 3D-CA, in studying real-time generation of spheres centered at 

the origin and with natural integer radius. 

All the previous remarks show close links with geometry. But, we have still to notice 

that an interesting fact in this work is the connection which arises with arithmetics, 

and which should be deeper studied. 

The Moore’s neighborhood has been very efficient to achieve our constructions. But, 

in 2-CA , the most usual neighborhood is the Von Neumann’s one with 4 neighbors. 

Classical cellular simulations between Moore and von Neumann neighborhoods allow to 

conclude that the family 0 may be set up with von Neumann’s neighborhood following 

times 2i, i E N. Can this family be constructed using Von Neumann’s neighborhood 

as soon as possible? 

Looking to Fig. 11 and to the family Q drawn on a computer screen with an 

incrementation step of two pixels, we observe some “moire? effects. It would be 

worthy of studying these effects. In fact, moires are well known as interaction between 

two families of curves. To describe analytically their positions may allow to give 

digitizations with another moires curves. These moires require more attention. This 

point is connected with human vision. Is it possible to see moires founded on non- 

quadratic equations? 

The notion of grouping has been revealed efficient for, and well adapted to, the family 

0. Among other results, it allows to generalize the construction using von Neumann’s 

neighborhood to constructions using every neighborhood induced by archimedean 

tilings. 

The cellular automata that construct the floor parabolas and the floor circles have 

been tested on computer. The states of these cellular automata were defined as uplets: 

one component per kind of signal (13 components) and the number of states by com- 

ponent never exceeded 5. Thus, the number of states is less than 513 but we have not 

tried to optimize them. 
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